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Students must jog, climb,
to keep up with professor
by Holly Allen
For many campus
people, faulty elevators
can pose a problem - but
not
for marketing
professor John Aberle, who
enjoys the exercise of
taking the stairs to his
seventh-floor office in the
Business Tower.
One time Aberle
overheard one of this
students advising another
student not to see Aberle
after class because the
student would have to
climb the stairs with him and that’s a heck of a
climb," the student
commented.
Aside from his dailystair routine, the 61 -yearold Aberle runs five miles a
day with his wife Rosanne
at a high school near their
home in Saratoga.
The trim, mediumheight Aberle has been
running since he was in an
army parachute camp in
1942.
"I’ve been running so
long I just wouldn’t feel
right if I didn’t run," he
said.
Aberle affectionately
refers to his students as
"the kids."
"I like the kids. Room
751 (his office) is a battalion-aid station for all the
sick and wounded.
"Kids that have
problems come and see
me, figuring I can help
them," he said. "Maybe
that means I am a soft
touch.
"I think the kids know
that I have affection for
each and every one of
them."
MBA student David
Sturrock said he believes
Aberle is an extremely

photo by Ciro Buonocore

Marketing Professor John Abed.
well-versed instructor, and
tried to impart much of
that to his students.
"He has a tremendous
concern for the students
and their learning,"
Sturrock said. "I think that
is always his first consideration."
Sturrock said that he
doesn’t believe Aberle will

appreciate that fact,"
Sturrock
added.
"However, I think he does
very well."
Aberle likes to keep
close contact with his past
students.
"This last Christmas I
got 57 Christmas cards
from students of mine who
graduated up to 30 years

Aberle affectionately refers to
his students as ’the kids.’
ever receive the highest
scores on the student
evaluation, however.
"It’s
(Marketing
Management) a different
course to teach, and not all
students will. properly

ago," he said.
Aberle keeps a list of
past students with whom he
corresponds.
There are two students
in Aberle’s classes this
semester whose parents

Students offered advice
on advance registration
Advance registration
will end a little early this
year.
Historically, registration has ended on a Friday.
This year, however, the
deadline has been moved
up to Wednesday, Dec. 3,
and New Students Advising
and Registration Day will
take place Friday, Dec. 5.
Most of the advance
registration is done on

computer-assisted registration ( CAR) forms.
Registration
coordinator Linda Tomasso
offers two pieces of advice
for students so they can
"start the new year out
right."
First, students should
see their advisers or waive
the advising requirement,
she said.
Also, students should
pay their registration fees

on time.
The deadline for fee
payment is 5 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 31.
As long as the fees are
postmarked by that date,
Tomasso said, they will be
accepted.
Extra CAR forms are
available in the Student
Union and Administration
Building information
booths, department offices
and the Office of Records.

were also in his class many
years ago.
Aberle received
bachelor’s
degree
in
economics from SJSU in
1941. Then he completed
three quarters of his
graduate degree at the
Stanford Graduate School
of Business prior to
enlisting in the Army in
1942.
"I spent 39 years, 11
months and 10 days in the
Army," Aberle said.Most
of that was the National
Guard Service. I did
everything under the sun."
Aberle retired from the
military in 1975 as Colonel
Infantry, California Army
National Guard after
almost 40 years of service.
In
1 9 4.6,
Aberle
returned to Stanford to
complete his MBA and 1947
he began his teaching
career at SJSU.
After completing his
doctorate in 1955, Aberle
was appointed as chairman
of the SJSU Marketing
Department, a post he held
until 1967 when he returned
to teaching.
During a sabbatical in
1966, Aberle and his family
spent one year in Mexico
where he taught a course
called "Management of
New Enterprises" at the
Institute Technologico in
Monterrey, Mexico.
Aberle, who now
speaks fluent Spanish, said
he never took a course in
Spanish in his life.
Prior to his trip to
Mexico, Aberle worked
nightly with Jose Cerrudo,
SJSU associate professor
of foreign languages, in the
SJSU library.
When he first began his
teaching year in Mexico,
Aberle used a translator,
but when he realized he
wasn’t improving his
Spanish he decided to
present his lessons in that
language.
"The first time I
decided to teach Spanish. I
was drenched with perspiration," he recalled. "I
kept the translator there
just in case I needed her. At
the end of the class the
students gave me a round
of applause."
Aberle’s
of
One
favorite memories of his
teaching career involves a
year when a marketing
student made plans for sexsymbol Carol Doda to
appear at the first meeting
of the Marketing Club.
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Outside funding needed

Fullerton won’t allow
Daily to go bankrupt
by Tom Mays
The SJSU administration will
come up with some financial
solution if the Spartan Daily faces
bankruptcy next semester,
President Gail Fullerton said during
a press conference last week.
Last Spring, the Spartan Daily
asked for $20,000 in Instructionally
Related Activity (IRA) funds to
cover a projected deficit this year.
But the Daily received no IRA funds.
Fullerton said the committee
believed the money was for a
reserve account.
Therefore, the
request was not considered "as
pressing as some other areas that
needed operating expenses."
Journalism
Department
Chairman Dennis Brown said the
Daily may fold at the end of next
semester of advertising revenue
does not cover its bills.
"The Daily will not go out of
print," 1. ullerton said.
Fullerton said other campus
programs besides the Daily face
similar financial difficulties without
IRA funding.
"We simply just don’t have
enough money to support some of
our programs through state funds,"
she said.
"If we didn’t have IRA fun-

ding," she continued, "I don’t know
if we’d have a marching band."
This year, the marching band
received more than $4,000 in IRA
funds to supplement PAX in state
funds.
In addition to this funding, the
marching band held a fund-raising

conference," she said.
Fullerton upheld the committee’s decision to allot $215,000, or
78 percent, of the IRA budget to the
athletic program.
Other programs that requested
funding, including Recreation and
Leisure Services, received no

’We simply just don’t have enough
money to support some of our
programs through state funds’
drive to attend the Rose Parade in
Pasadena.
Fullerton said the IRA committee allocates money to programs
based on that program’s activities
for the upcoming year.
"A considerably larger amount
went to the Model U.N. (United
Nations) last year because they had
a conference," she said.
"They didn’t get as much this
year because they weren’t having a

funding.
Fullerton said IRA funding was
the principal means of supporting
women’s athletics.
She added that IRA funding has
brought the women’s athletic
program "up to the very respectable
level that they now have."
Although the football team
generates enough revenue to support itself, the overall profits are not
enough to support the entire athletic
program, she said.

A ray of hope for finals?

pt. 13 h Matk ,;(13

In light of impending final examinations, Sandra Tomasini sits amid heavenly illuminations while
listening to Journalism Professor William Tillinghast’s editing lecture. The rays of light were
produced by the room’s venetian blinds.

SJSU history major joins treasure search
by Wayne Norton
An SJSU history major has
joined a group of modern-day
treasure hunters in an attempt to
unlock the secrets of a sunken
Spanish galleon.
Rick Kincaid, a member of
Sigma Chi fraternity, has joined a

mission that is using 20th century
technology to accomplish a task that
was impossible during the 18th
century.
On August 21, 1766, a fleet of
Spanish merchant ships under the
command of Agustin de Ydiaques y
Borja set sail from Veracruz,

A.S. opposes city;
supports ex-cons
The Associated Students board of directors has sent a resolution to the
San Jose City Council supporting the University Alternative Program
( UAP) and asking that the recruitment moratorium on the program be
lifted.
In September, the Council asked for and was granted a moratorium on
the program’s recruitment activities in state prisons to bring ex-offenders to
the university for continuing education.
"It has been fully demonstrated that few ex-offenders could successfully
enroll independently at SJSU or survive the college experience without the
assistance of the University Alternative Program," the resolution said.
’ ’A moratorium on prison visitations significantly interferes with paving
the way for these students’ smooth transition from incarceration to college
in the community," it continued.
The resolution noted that none of the UAP’s 222 students have been
convicted of a crime on the SJSU campus in the seven years of the program’s
existence.
It also states that a college degree enhances the career opportunities for
people whose criminal records would otherwise prevent them from obtaining a job.
The board passed the resolution 8-0.
It was referred to the administration by the city clerk.

Mexico. The three-ship squadron
carried over 15 million pesos of gold,
silver, copper and other commodities.
A violent hurricane blew the
ships off course in early September.
They became separated and were
driven into the north shore of the
Gulf of Mexico where they sank.
Historians have been unable to
determine where two of those ships
went down. The wreckage of one, El
Constante, was discovered off the
coast of Louisiana in August.
The Captain of El Constante,
Julian Antonio de Urcullu, reported
to his superiors that he was able to
salvage very little from his vessel
before he sailed to Havana to
assume a new command.
The Louisiana Department of
Tourism is in charge of the recovery
of El Constante’s buried secrets.
While there is no official estimate of
the value of the find, Kincaid said he
has heard it is worth roughly 840
million.
The project will be financed in
part by National Geographic,
Kincaid said. Additional funding will
come from a group of private people
who, Kincaid said, prefer to remain
anonymous.
Kincaid was hired in late September to fill out the five-man crew
that will work off a 96-foot boat
during the salvage operation.
His workmates include an archaeologist and two full-time divers.

Kincaid said his job involves, "a lot
of scrub work."
"Painstaking" is how Kincaid
described the method of recovery of
items that have laid beneath the
Gulf the Mexico for more than 200
years.
The portion of the ocean on
which the El Constante lies was
divided into a numbered grid
system. The search for valuables
moves from section to section to
insure that nothing is missed.
Each relic brought to the surface is given an I.D. number and its
exact location is recorded, he said.
The salvage crew lives on the
boat and works six-day weeks. Bad
weather in the Gulf can make both
living and working conditions difficult, Kincaid said.
Even though the Louisiana state
government is involved, the expedition still must be concerned
about the profit margin, Kincaid
said. If it costs more to raise El
Constante’s cargo than the items are
worth, the project will be called off,
he said.
Kincaid has set December 15th
as his last day on the adventure. He
said he wants to get home in time to
enjoy Christmas and prepare for the
spring semester here.
Next semester will be crucial for
Kincaid, because. "I’ve been in
college for five years now, and my
mom is getting tired of me taking
time off."

photo by

Dan Murphy

Rick Kincaid, junior, points to the spot in Louisiana where he plans
to retrieve sunken treasure from a Spanish galleon
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Ignore catalog, new class definitions offered
by Mark Cursi
Staff Writer

Students bored with run-of-the-mill classes will be
pleased to learn SJSU is fighting the doldrums. A quick
glance through the spring schedule of classes reveals a
number of interesting and helpful classes.
For students who do nothing all day besides think
unclean thoughts, there is Psychology 116, Mental
Hygiene. Students will learn the benefits of a clean mind
versus the road of depravity many SJSU students are all
too familiar with.
If finding one’s way around large, complicated zoos is
a major concern, Zoology 160, Zoogeography, is a way to
solved the problem. The course covers map reading,
survival training and as the course final, a field trip to the
San Francisco Zoo, where students will be expected to
conquer the rough terrain with only a compass to aid them
in the quest of the central hot dog stand.
Business 119, Controllership, is for students with the
urge to dominate others. Emphasis will be placed on the
power of verbal persuasion aided by whips and chains.
Course breakdown reveals sub-topics such as beginning

discipline and introduction to domination.
Speech Communication is not without its own unique
class. Communication 175, Non-verbal Communication, is
a class which demands the students’ utmost attention. All
lectures and tests will be given strictly with the use of
body language. Also, each student is required to act out a
term paper as the final.
Ecology-minded interior decorators should jump at
the chance of enrolling in Environmental Studies 196G,
Environmental Interior Design. The class will teach
students basic tree-growing techniques for living rooms
and preventive measures to keep weeds out of the kitchen.
Students who wish to learn the fine art of falling
asleep in class should find Human Performance 31,
Techniques of Relaxation, more than adequte. Instruction
consists of endless recordings of long-winded professors
with monotone voices to put even the most dedicated
student into a deep sleep.
One class that is a must for all student groups ( and
some professors) on campus, is Public Relations 130,
Publicity. The class teaches students how to get their
names in the university’s newspaper. Once techniques

have been taught, grading will be based on how many
times a student appears in the paper. The student appearing most often will win an all -expense paid trip to an
Associated Students board of directors meeting.
For students who thrive on overwork and heavy
course loads, there is Religious Studies 160, Death, Dying

and Religion. This course is especially valuable when
these students contemplate suicide after learning the
results of their midterm examinations.
These classes are only a few examples of the
imaginative course offerings SJSU is offering next spring.
Who said learning is boring?

In effort to win rat race
mental, physical health lost
by Jo Ann Souza
Staff Writer

In an effort to keep up with a fast-paced lifestyle,
people are neglecting their health.
They rush through breakfast or skip it, then hurry to
join the thousands of others commuting to school or work.
Stress begins to build as they find themselves perpetually held up in rush hour traffic.
As they arrive at work, they may already find
themselves dreading the day.
When lunch time rolls around they may be too busy to
eat or just have time to get in a few bites. If they are really
involved, they’ll confine themselves to their desks and not
get a chance to take a break.
Under some circumstances this can’t always be
avoided. However, considering how structured most
people’s lives are, they may be missing the only opportunity to relax for a short while.
More and more companies are installing exercise
equipment as an added incentive for their employees.
With people putting out minimal effort in this highly
technological society, it is to their advantage to use such
facilities.
For people who don’t belong to companies with

recreation rooms, there are always parks that are ideal
for leisurely, refreshing walks.
Even if the lunch hour cannot be used to get away,
people might find themselves more refreshed if they take
a break to collect their thoughts or relax sometime during
the day.
Like any other habits people develop, a suitable
exercise program and relaxation time should be included.
Along with this, people also need to pay more attention to what they are putting into their bodies.
If people expect to function to their fullest capacity
they must eat nutritionally balanced diets. It should go
hand in hand with exercise.
If they don’t maintain good physical health, they may
find other problems manifested from lack of proper diet.
People often don’t realize that such ailments as
chronic tiredness, irritability and depression are warnings from their body to take better care of it.
Unfortunately, it sometimes takes ulcers, heart attacks or mental depression before people realize how
seriously they have overlooked their health.
If people don’t make an effort to be physically and
mentally in tune, they may make a mistake they will later
regret.

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) bet-

ween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and

class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Opinion
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.

should just stop trying to strengthen
our military defense capability. He
apparently believes that if we set an
"example," the "other side" will
follow suit. This demonstrates his
failure to understand that the
Soviets are motivated and guided by
an ideology which claims violence
and war are necessary.
Actually, I consider myself a
pacifist. But I am not so naive to
think that in this real world that we
live, we can drop our guard and not
get hit. Bullies don’t follow pacifists’
examples. Bullies punch your brains
out. The only way to keep them from
punching your brains out is to show
them that if they try it, they’ll fail,
and probably get theirs knocked out
instead.
Whatever supporting philosophy
a person or nation might have,
actual real physical strength is also
needed. Nobody picks on Muhammed Ali, and "you don’t tug on
Superman’s cape." Mr. Babb may
not like this, but it’s the world we
live in.
Jerry Trout
Engineering,
sophomore

slaughter fourteen beautiful, innocent black children in Atlanta.
Sir, you have the audacity to
label the AAPRP as a racist group.
Well, maybe they are, and if so,
don’t forget to include Martin Luther
King, Mahatma Gandhi, the
NAACP, the Urban League and all
others who have been "racist"
enough to struggle against white
oppression aod demand human
equality for minority people.
Maybe the entire black
population is racist because they are
endlessly speaking out against the
detrimental treatment inflicted on
them by white society. Better yet, all
minority groups in the United States
are racist, in one way or another;
however, they must be, in order to
survive in this bourgeoisie society.
Comedian
Richard Pryor
described the black delimna perfectly in Jet Magazine by saying,
"They called me a racist?...I have to
be a racist, so that I won’t become a
schizoid."
So, Mr. Fredrickson, there is no
way that any black organization can
be equated with the KKK, especially
where racism is concerned. Racism
will always be in existence, so long
as the oppresser can not curb his
avaricious appetite toward the
oppressed.
Yes, racism is an extremely
deep-seeded problem. However, you
need to wake up, or accept my
medical invitation and rehabilitate
your guilty conscience.
Latressa Wilson
Journalism, junior

letters
Letter writer
’can sleep well’
Editor:
In a letter to the editor on Nov.
21, freshman Peter Ruttan had some
pretty strong words about Judy
Larson. Actually, I think that Larson
is a pretty good writer.
Also, he said he would become
"absolutely ill if someone told me I
was equal to a homosexual." Well
you can sleep well, Peter, you
aren’t.
Douglass Chatfield
Advertising,
senior

Debate challenge
on El Salvador
Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to three letters that have
appeared in the University
newspapers concerning El Salvador.
Two of them appeared in The Independent Weekly and were signed
by Jerry Trout ( Nov. 5) and Richard
Hestrow ( Nov. 12). The other letter
appeared Niv 27 in the Spartan
Daily signed .3/Georgianna Trevor.
I would !Ione these people are
misled by their ignorance, not by
their distortion of the facts. None of
them has mentioned the reports
from reliable sources such as
Amnesty International
Nobel
Peace Prize recipient, 1978, which
say that thousands of Salvadorians
have been murdered by the security
forces and the so-called
"democratic" and "moderate"
Junta.
The report states:
"Thousands of Salvadorians have
died since January 1980 following
arbitrary arrest and abduction by
the security forces. In September
1980 church sources put the number
of people killed by the security
forces since the beginning or 1980, as
up to 6,000. Amnesty International
believes that conventional and
auxiliary forces are responsible for
these abductions and murders and
that the government should be held
accountable."
It seems like these three
students don’t have anything to say
a Lau!. the 155 teachers, the 10
Catholic priests, including Arwas
who
Romero
chbishop
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1979, who were assasinated. They
don’t mention that on May 14, an
estimated 600 peasants, mostly

women, the elderly and children,
were massacred by Salvadorian
troops as they attempted to escape
National Guard operations on the
Honduras-El Salvador border.
Georgianna, Richard and Jerry
don’t seem to know that more than
1,000 Salvadorians have "disappeared" while in the hands of conventional or military forces. They
don’t seem to know that the
Salvadorian National University
was militarily occupied leaving 40
students dead, and that the rector
was recently assasinated by
members of the security forces;
they don’t seem to know the subhuman conditions of the Salvadorian
people: 40 percent unemployment,
45 percent illiteracy, less than $200
average annual income; 50 years of
military dictatorships, fraudulent
elections, and Emily, they don’t
know that the U.S. Government is
giving military and economic aid to
the junta which only improves their
campaign of murder and abduction.
The University Committee in
Solidarity with El Salvador publicly
challenges these three students:
Georgianna Trevor, Jerry Trout and
Richard Hestrow to have a public
Panel Debate on Dec. 9, with three
members of our committee. The
major issue would be: "Human
Rights Violations in El Salvador and
the role of the U.S. government."
Alia Villanueva
University Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador

Boycott theater’s
’porno shows
Editor:
The new C-amera One schedule
of movies doesn’t read much differently from what Pussycat
theaters might put out. SJSU
stioler.t6 can all rush to see sexploitation on the screen and continue
to give ocular and financial support
to the porno wave, or we can throw
them a boycott. We can stop sex for
hire and pay for voyeurism.
For me, love is something holy
and sacred, and I’m sure I will enjoy
a complete and loving sexual
relationship with my spouse when I
marry. The emphasis in the
relationship will be on the love, I
hope, and not just the sex.
So it is natural that I object to
demeaning that potentially lovecentered relationship to the making
of money and the satisfying of

curiousity. I urge everyone to
boycott Camera One’s porno shows.
And let them know why!
Georgianna Trevor
Education,
sophomore

J.V. baseball
decision ’poor’
Editor:
As a student and a baseball
player at SJSU I find the decision of
the Men’s Athletic Department to
subdue the junior varsity baseball
program, to be of extremely poor
judgment. Undoubtedly, this will
damage the varsity team, which is
just beginning to acquire prosperous
outlooks.
The decision was brought about
by the football and basketball expenses last year, which were not recollected at the games in full,
resulting in an immense budget
deficit. As a result of the deficit, we
( the SJSU Baseball team) raised
83,000 to $4,000 to pay for our teams’
expenses.
Collecting the money was
definitely a time consuming affair,
but above 11, it was money that
should’ve been funded to us in the
first place. I feel the athletic
department should make a better
effort to overcome this budget
deficit and quit hurting the entire
baseball program.
If this year’s baseball team
produces a budget deficit, will the
football funding be cut’
Randy Luekman,
Engineering

Letters racist,
not the AAPRP
Editor:
On Nov. 20 two letters appeared
in the Spartan Daily equating the Al]
African People’s Revolutionary
Party (AAPRP) with racism and
group like the KKK. It is my belief
that the authors of those letters are
racist and continuing the history of
such attacks against African
culture. These individuals clearly
have a grasp on the "divide and
conquer" tactic that has been used
successfully in keeping Africans
powerless to determine their own
destiny.
It is obvious that the people who
wrote those letters have not studied

the history of the AAPRP, Africa or
any place else. If they would, they
may come to understand that
culture is not static but is constantly
changing to meet the needs of the
people. They would see that culture
includes the struggle against unjust
social, political and economic
systems, as well as "musical instruments, dances, languages,
etc...." Just because you enslave a
people and redefine them to meet
your own selfish ends via racism,
dehumanization, etc..., you cannot
strip them of their desire to exercise
their God-given right of equality.
I am personally glad to see that
some African students are not
allowing racists to define us, and are
contributing to the advancement of
humanity in general and Africa in
particular by attempting to educate
the most politically unaware people
in the world: U.S. citizens.
Mark Lott
African studies, junior

Military strength
needed’
Editor:
I would be remiss not to comment on a statement made by Jim
Babb at Monday’s military defense
debate. He responded to a comment
from the audience on Soviet
aggression by saying that the United
States has been doing the "same
thing."
This, I must suppose, is a result
of the now common belief that the
Vietnam war was, somehow, wrong.
Indeed it was, but not because the
United States was involved, as Mr.
Babb would have us believe. Above
and beyond the other problems
crying for solutions, such as political
corruption and external exploitation, the real issue in Vietnam
was freedom. Was Vietnam (at least
South Vietnam) going to have a
corruptible but reformable
democratic government, or was it
doomed to suffer under a repressive,
unreformable oligarchy? Reformable corruption lost to militant
tyranny.
As a result of failing to keep
Vietnam free and of failing to help
the Vietnamese people peacefully
replace corrupt officials with
democratic ones, millions of persons
throughout Indochina have been and
are being murdered and deprived of
even a semblance of human rights.
Jim Babb’s response to the
decimation in Cambodia is that we

’Invitation’
to mental clinic
Editor:
In
response
to
Jim
Fredrickson’s Nov. 19 letter, may I
please extend a cordial invitation to
Mr. Fredrickson to attend an admittance interview at the San Jose
Mental Health Clinic, he has a
personal problem which needs
urgent psychiatric attention.
How can anyone, with a stable
mind, compare the racial ideologies
of the KKK with the honest efforts of
the AAPRP to unite, strengthen and
educate all Afriean (black) people.
There is no comparison.
The main objective of the
AAPRP, is to organize black people
against systematic oppression and
anti -black organizations. The Party
also provides positive reinforcement
for hundreds of black students, on
college campuses throughout the
United States, who are confronted
by obstacles such as discrimination
and prejudice.
On the other hand, the KKK
advocates black genocide, and they
have succeeded in murdering
hundreds of black people. Recently,
the Klan has managed to control
legislative decisions, openly run for
office In San Diego and maybe,

Daily pulling
reader’s legs?’
Editor:
On page one of the Spartan
Daily, Nov. 20, you quoted Andrew
R. Hughey, Dean of the School of
Applied Arts and Sciences, as
follows: "I have to clearly delineate
the competencies needed to assist
the School and me in addressing
many concerns vital to the
facilitation af our collective needs
and purposes."
Were those really his very
words, or were you pulling your
readers’ legs? I want to know,
because I hope to become a dean
someday myself, and I am wondering whether I’ll have to learn a
foreign language before I do
Dennis Chaldecott
Department of English
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welcomes any brave persons to take the stage and show their
stuff. Keyboardist Michael Silversher (left) takes a shot at
entertaining the audience with original compositions.

The grinning visage of Steve Hastings (above) welcomes any
night visitors to the famous "Wild Mike" Night at the Garrett
night club in Campbell. Hastings emcees the show and
photo by Sal Bromberget

Thwarted performers given chance to shine
ky Anne Papineau
The smiling, perspiring Teddy bear of a man tunes up
as guitar before several beer-swilling bar patrons.
Are you the cook?" a male voice calls out from the
tack of the
room.
"Wild Mike" Night is officially underway.
Former SJSU student Steve Hastings initiated Wild
dike Night at the Garrett in Campbell because
’auditioning is one of the most humiliating things there
Sensitive about the embarrassment performers feel
vhen they try out new material before a crowd, Hastings
;imply opened the modest stage of the club to anybody
vho wants to perform.
The result is a Silicon Valley potpourri of Bob Dylan
mitators, joke tellers and just people whose friends put
them up to it.
This unpredictable entertainment evert derived its
lame from an old radio expression referring to making
:he microphone available to anyone who wanted to speak
lver it.
The sole consolation for performers’ efforts is ap3lause and a free drink.
Wild Mike Night is not Hastings’ first effort at filling a
perceived need. The bearded guitarist was a co-founder of
the Independent Weekly newspaper that appears Wednesdays at SJSU.
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"When I first decided I wanted to be a writer I bought
a typewriter at a garage sale and wrote a couple of articles," Hastings said, while adjusting speaker dials.
"I brought them into the Spartan Daily. They said,
’Gee, I don’t think we take freelance.’ I said, this is
ridiculous. There are people who are not journalism
majors who can write."
According to Hastings, that is how the Independent
Weekly was born, on Dec. 13, 1978.
Although he never graduated after five years at SJSU.
Hastings returns to the campus from time to time as an
acoustic guitar player of such late ’60s favorites as "Born
to be Wild" and his own composition, "Brooklyn Meets
Burbank."
Hastings will appear at the SJSU Fantasy Faire Dec.
2 and 4.
Amidst mild heckling from the beer-mellowed crowd,
emcee Hastings maintains a running patter of conversation. He peppers his light talk and joking with words
like "psychedelic" and other late ’605 euphemisms.
Wild Mike Night happens on Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the
Pruneyard nightclub. The event is admittedly still in its
infancy, Hastings said.
Last week the roster of performers was composed
almost entirely of Hastings’ ft (ends, including harmonica toting Shasta, who "writes the music Dylan might have
written if he hadn’t been Born Again," and keyboardist

Rape prevention
seminar planned
The University Police
Department is sponsoring
a sexual assault presentation Dec. 1-3 to provide
the community with a
better understanding of
sexual assault crimes and
prevention ideas.
Two presentations will
be held each day, at noon
and 7 p.m., in the Loma
Prieta Room of the Student
Union.

Guest speakers will
include victim advocates,
or rape counselors, from
the Valley Rape Crisis
Center, 375 S. Third St.
The police have said
that vicitimization can be
through
decreased
awareness, and they are
students,
encouraging
faculty and staff workers to
attend the presentations.

Somewhere in the background at the club, the sounds
Michael Silversher, who hawked his own albums between
renditions of Randy Newman’s "Short People" and "Love of Donald Duck imitators blended with Shasta’s
dedication of the next song to "Ronald Ray-Guns."
Songs."
Hastings welcomed any thwarted comedian, dancer,
There is room for just about everybody during Wild
singer or musicians to participate in the festivities.
Mike Night.
"There are absolutely no rules right now," he said.

Freeman’s Ski Sports
OAKRIDGE MALL

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

925 Blossom Hill Road No 130 (Near Macy’s)
San Jose 226-5555
M -F 1000-900. Sat. 10.00-600, Sun 12.00-5100

840 Town F. Country Village (Winchester Side)
San Jose 244-7300
M -F 9:30400, Sat 9.30-600, Sun 12100-500

Get ready to ski with
these great ski packages.
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The Coors Boycott
A resonse to the "Coors boycott
tone flat, charges unfounded.’ opinion
Diece in the I 1/19;8O Spartan Dailydrafted by the A.S. President and
unanimously endorsed by the A.S
board of Directors on It I 8(1
I thought I’d seen some one-sided,
in,
hed, pigheaded opinion
iieces in student newspapers before.
.ut the "Coors Boycott Gone Flat;
harges Unfounded" article (Nov. 18)
sties the cake.
To begin with, the author of this
iece states that we "forced" Men’s
thletics to disassociate themselves
ith Coors. Later, he withdraws this
dertion, but notes that the Athletics
irector "knows he needs" our supset.
Just what does he "need" from ust
re don’t give athletics any funding,
n for that matter, a great deal of
oral support. Perhaps the Athletics
epartment, unlike the writer of the
ece, is sensitive to the concerns of
e AS. as elected representatives of
e students and Is reluctant to
iedlessly alienate any group of
’feedlot football fans - they cite,
inly were not forced.
The writer inure’s.’ his concern
r Athletics as "a struggling departent in need of every form of financial
lp it can get."Is he aware that this
’association does not lake place until

nest yearl Is he aware that the total
contribution of Coors to the football
team consists of only about 550.00 per
game according to the Athletics
Director?
I’m also impressed by his extensive
research into the A.S. stand on the
Coors issue. This consisted of a 30second phone conversation with
myself.
"lust what is Coors accused of?" I
was asked. (Coors has been accused of
racial and ’,suit discrimination, in.
discriminate firings, mandatory lie
detector tests, and union -busting.) In
the article this is translated into "Coors
is guilty of .
. according to
Medina."
I didn’t assert that Coors is
"guilty" of anything. I merely answered
a question about what they are accused
of. (I sure wish I was as sure of this
whole Coors issue as the writer ap.
parent!, is, and tries to make me
sound.)
But,
has
Coors
actually
discriminated? As far as Ices ascertain,

yes.
Coors has been repeatedly cited
by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EFOC) for violations of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Not until
1972, when Colorado passed its own
civil rights legislation did any
significant minority hiring take place

In September 1975 the EIOC filed
a suit charging that Coors discriminates
against minorities and that minorities
are placed in low-grade jobs when
hiring does occur. As a result of this
action Coors was reportedly placed on
probation until this year and could
possibly face further court action.
But wait! The writer of the article
only asserts, and I quote from the
breaker (the blown -up print in the
midst of the article) ". . . Coors has
never been found guilty of any kind of
discrimination in any court of law in
any case that has been filed."
Wrong. In August 1970 the
Colorado Civil Rights Commission
found Adolph Coors Corporation guilty
of racial discrimination in the 1969
firing of a black employee. More es’
cellent research, folks.
The writer states that the lie
defector test given by Coors are for
preemployment purposes only, and do
not include any personal questions.
Opponents of Coors labor
practices, however, say that these tests
can be given at any time during ernployrnent. Some of the questions that
have reportedly been asked include:
What is your religion? Do you live
by the rules of your religion? II not,
why, Do you believe in abortion? What
is your marital status? What are you
, practices?
...ilea’ hahits prefer

employee is 624,000 according to the
writer. But what is the average income
of the female andlor minority employee? Isn’t that a more significant
figure to consider when exploring the
possibility of sexual andlor racial
discrimination? And how does this
"average income"compare to that of
other workers at other breweries?

Do you own propertyt Do you owe
money? How much? To whom? Do you
use drugs, take pills, smoke marijuanat
Are you concealing any information
about subversive, revolutionary, or
Communistic activity?
It is mentioned in the article that
71 percent of the "members of the
Union" at Coors voted to eliminate the
Union there in 1978. This is especially
interesting as in 1974 94 percent voted
to go on strike against Coors, and in
1976 75 percent voted to retain the
Union. Flow could they change their
minds so drastically in such a short
period of time?

One of the most amazing
criticisms of the A.S. is concerning the
offer by Coors to fly some members of
the AS. to Colorado. We supposedly
"feel it would be better if Coors
representatives came to SISU and met
with board members and other Unions
such as the AFL-CIO and G.I. Forum."

Simple. The Union was on strike at
the time of the election T he yote was
taken amongst "Coors employees," not
"members of the union," who were
outside on the picket line. The "Coors
employees," scabs working during the
strike, naturally voted against a "Union
Shop."
Much closer to home, by the way,
the same esact tactic was used to
decertify local 888 of the beer drivers
local of the Teamsters Union, serving
Oakland, Alameda, Hayward, and
Sacramento. The procedure. again.
was: the Union goes out on strike, scabs
are brought in, an election is held, the
Union is decertified.
The average income of the Coors

It is astounding that we are opparently being criticized for a) only
listening to one side of the story, and b)
making our decision isolated from the
students, in an ivory tower so -to speak .
. and then we are urged to
eo to Colorado to attain hear only one
side of the story, and to .rie&r, make our
decision in isolation from the students.
We
do
not
want
Coors
representatives to come to SISU to
meet with the AS. and the Unions.
What we want is for them Income to a
public debate, held at SISU, with
representatives from both sides of the
question.
This will not only allow .1/1 the

Funded by the Associated Students

members of the A.S. Board of Directors
to hear au/ the facts. but put the issue in
the public limelight so
students can
hear both sides and make up their own
minds about the issue.
The AS. support of the Coors
boycott is an issue that arises in the
AS. budget hearings every year, and
could very well not he included in neat
years budget. At the end of each year
we re-evaluate our position in light of
any new facts that may come to our
attention.
Perhaps Coors corporation has
recently taken steps to alleviate these
negative labor practices. I know
personally and readily admit that
Coors has made some. progress in the
area of employment of women and
minorities in the last few years talbeif
under pressure.) But whether that
progress is sincere and of suffic lent
impact to warrant our withdrawing our
endorsement of the boycott, I don’t
know.
Thats why I want Coors to come
here and tell us
hi we shouldn’t
boycott them, along with other concerned groups to tell us is hs we should.
I also want this done in public so you,
the students, can hear as well. Maybe
when we all hear the facts we all can be
as self-righteously opinionated as the
Spartan Daily writer in questions is

sports
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Spartans open season against mat powerhouse

Budweiser and Bakersfield on tap tonight
by Dave Meltzer
Sports Editor

Beer will be on the tap,
and wrestling will be on the
mat as the 1980 season
opens tonight with SJSU
facing
Cal
State Bakersfield in a 7:30 match
at Spartan Gym.
"We’re really anxious
for this one," Spartan
coach T.J. Kerr noted.
"The guys all know that if
we can beat Bakersfield
it’ll get us ranked in the top
But beating Bakerifield won’t be easy, as
Roadrunner coach Joe
ieay believes that he has a
itronger dual meet team
:Ilan last season’s 18-2 and
inofficially
No.
7
rationally ranked team.
"We had two super;tars last year, but this
/ear our overall team
ralance is better," Seay
raid.
Technically Baker;field is a Division H
ichool, since they don’t
ield a football team. But as
)ivision II national
ihampions four of the last
ive seasons, they find their
inly competition coming
rom the Division I
rowerhouses.
Last season’s two
lefeats came at the hands
in No. 1 ranked Iowa and
4o. 3 ranked Cal Poly-San
.uis Obispo. They handed
USU its worst defeat of the
eason, by a 39-9 mark.
"I kind of hope they
verlook us," Kerr said.
’They’re going to be
urprised at how much
ome of our guys have
-nproved over the sumIt’s

doubtful

photo by ClID Buon.2core

A victory by 177 -pound Dave Brouhard (top) will be a key in the Spartans’ quest to upset No. 7
ranked Cal State -Bakersfield at 7:30 tonight in Spartan Gym.

will be
Bakersfield
overlooking SJSU. The
Spartans posted a 19-4 dual
meet record last season,
and were ranked in the top
20 for a good portion of the
season. And Seay realizes
that last season’s 39-9
victory was due in part to
SJSU missing seven of its
ten first-team wrestlers
with the flu.
"They’ve got an excellent program," Seay
said. "He’s a very intense
that coach, and we know we’re

in for a fight."
Tonight’s matches will
mark the first time that
beer will be sold at an indoor SJSU campus sports
event.
"We’ve worked deals
with Coke, Budweiser, and
on the hotdogs so we can
make some money on
concessions," Kerr said.
"Our goal is to make our
infinancially
sport
dependent."
Kerr has come a long
way toward accomplishing

3ymnasts lack depth experience
y Joe Aseo
Men’s gymnastics coach Rich Chew
ields "a very young team" this season
hat features only four returnees from last
ear’s team that posted a 4-9 record and
ilaced third in the PCAA.
This year’s team is built around allround performers Jamie Lord, Dave
’eterson and John Rimbach who compete
all six events: floor exercise, horizontal
ar, parallel bars, pommel horse, rings
rid vaulting.
"Building a gymnastics team around
11-arounders," Chew said, "is like
uilding a track team around decathlon
ten. But the only way to compete in the
ilympics is to go all around."
Lord is the first top freshman recruit
a long time for SJSU, according to
hew. Lord placed in the top 25 in the
ational Junior Olympics last year, and
hew considers him to be among the top 15
ieshrnan in the nation.
Rimbach is the only returning allrounder, but Chew notes that there are
A enough quality gymnasts in each
vent. The rules state that four allrounders and two specialists can compete
each event, so lack of depth forces this

year’s Spartans to rely on all-arounders to
score. Peterson redshirted last year, and
leads the team on the pommel horse, for
which he earned All-America honors while
in high school.
Charlie Castillo and Eli Macias are the
lone specialists listed on the roster, with
Castillo leading the team on the rings and
Macias lending his skill to the horizontal
bar and floor exercise. John Sahlein is
counted on to help Macias score big on the
floor exercise, while Thomas Quarles
helps at the rings and pommel horse.
The gymnasts gave an inkling of their
potential as Lord, Peterson and Rimbach
placed in the top 10 all-around competition
at the Sonoma State Invitational held
Friday night at Rohnert Park.
Lord placed sixth with a score of 44.7
points out of a total 60 points possible.
Peterson collected 44.1 points for a
seventh-place finish, and Rimbach snared
ninth with 40.7 points. Rimbach also took
fourth place on the floor exercise, and
Peterson did the same on the pommel
horse.
Charlie Castillo and Ken Garner took
honors as individuals unattached with the
team. Casti:lo placed second on the rings
and Garner duplicated the feat in vaulting.
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"I think it’s going to be
hard to have a problem
with the beer," Kerr
surmised. "Watching the
meet will be primary, if all
you wanted to do was
drink, then it would be
easier to go to the pub,"
Although Kerr feels

Volleyballers end dismal season
by Joan Casserly
Associate Sports Editor

It proved to be a dismal
ending to a frustrating
seasop for the SJSU
woriten’s volleyball team.
The Lady Spartans
ended the season in typical
fashion, failing to live up to
their potential and dropping matches to Santa
Clara and Fresno State.
SJSU made history on
Thursday night in Toso
Pavilion. It was the first
time ever that a Lady
Spartan volleyball team
has lost to the Santa Clara
Broncos.
Then
the
SJSU
volleyballers proceeded to
fall victim to the Lady
Bulldogs on Friday night in
Fresno, 15-6, 15-4, 15-10.
SJSU concludes a
discouraging season with
an overall record of 9-29-1
and a NorCal conference
mark of 3-9 and tie for fifth
place with the Broncos.
The Lady Spartans
opened the Santa Clara
match
with
some
aggressive skillful play and
overwhelmed the Broncos,
15-1.

ATARI

Treat yourself to a
many-flavored career in

ATARI

AVI.SEA BATTLE
ASTEROIDS
BR AIN GAMES
SLOT RACERS
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this goal, as approximately
600 season tickets have
already been sold this
season. Kerr expects
tonight’s crowd to approach 1,500-2,000, which
would be the largest SJSU
wrestling crowd in recent
memory.

that his team has a good
chance to win tonight’s
dual, it won’t be done
without scoring some
upsets.
The Spartans two top
lower-weight wrestlers,
Wayne Jones and Eddie
Baza, will both be meeting
wrestlers ranked above
them.
"Above them on
paper," Kerr noted.
Jones, at 126 pounds,
will meet Dan Cuestas, who
was a freshman first team
All-America selection in
1978 with Cal Poly-SLO.
Cuestas spent much of this
summer in Europe competing with the United
States pre-Olympic team.
Baza, a 134 pounder
who has only lost one dual
meet match at Spartan
Gym in his two seasons
with SJSU will face Jesse
Reyes. Reyes had the third
highest winning percentage among freshmen
in the entire nation last
season, and placed No. 4 in
the Division II championships.
"With the publicity
they got from having those
two national champions
last year, it’s made it even
better for them recruiting
wise," Kerr noted. "They
also aren’t that tough
academically."
"I don’t know why they
leave and come to our
campus," Seay said. "I
hate to see people leave
other’s programs.

ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
MICROPROGRAMMING
with ATARI ... the most advanced
and imaginative technological
environment available.
ATARI offers you rewards in salaries and benefits that
are quite exceptional and include Company-paid
Employee Life/Health/Disability/Dental Insurance,
plus a Sabbatical Leave Policy which offers 7 week’,
paid leave of absence after 7 years continuous service.
with ATARI
On Campus Interviews

It looked as if SJSU
was on its way to an easy,
virtually
uncontested
victory.
Such was not the case.
The Lady Spartans lost
all their composure and
concept of teamwork and
dropped the next three
games, 15-8, 15-13, 15-5.
The Broncos did not
look exactly flawless in the
upset
victory.
Santa
Clara’s serving was erratic
and aside from Ann
Feeney, its hitting was

anything but unreturnable.
But however, Santa
Clara looked, the Lady
Spartans looked worse.
SJSU could not control
its hits’ and Many balls
sailed out of bounds.
It was obvious to all in
attendance,
including
Bronco fans, which team
had the most potential.
Then again, it was
obvious which team failed
to live up to its potential
once more.

But nevertheless, the
Bakerfield line-up includes
transfers Adam Cuestas
( from Oregon), his brother
Dan i from Cal Poly-SLO
Dave Johnson ( from New
Mexico), and Craig Shoene
(from Oregon). Last year’s
two superstars, Joe
John
and
Gonzales
Azevedo, were both
transfers from Oklahoma
and Oklahoma State,
respectively.
To win the meet, SJSU
will need to complete a
near sweep in the heavier
weights.
Brouhard,
Dave
SJSU’s best bet for a
national ranking this
season, will oppose Marty
Jones at 177 pounds. Jones
placed second in state JC
competition last season.
"They’re going to be

surprised how good
Brouhard really is," Kerr
said.
At 190 pounds the
Spartans will send Billy
Thomas, brother of Los
Angeles Ram fullback
Jewerl and Spartan
defensive
back
Ken.
Thomas will be wrestling
his first dual meet as a
Spartan, and will oppose
Mark Loomis, who was not
only JC state champ last
year, but voted the outstanding JC wrestler of the
year.
Shoene, Bakerfield’s
heavyweight, was a twotime All -America for
Skyline JC. The Spartan
heavyweight, Guy Heath,
has been a long-time rival
of Shoene’s dating back to
high school.

OPPORTUNITY FOR
TOMORROW MEANS
THE GAP TODAY!
Have you ever thought about getting a start
with the world’s first and largest jeans and
tops specialty retailer? You could begin your
career with a NYSE company with 350+ million
in sales and 475 stores in 75 of the top 100
markets. Our company is The Gap, the world’s
largest seller of Levi’s.
We currently have entry level Finance and
Accounting positions available which provide
valuable assistance to both management’s
long-range planning efforts as well as our
current operations. Our training program
encourages interaction with both field and
corporate personnel, and leads to significant
exposure in all accounting areas.
Now think about accelerated advancement in
an entrepreneurial environment. The Gap offers
a productive yet relatively informal structure.
We are a people-oriented organization.
Interested? To qualify you will possess a
Bachelor’s degree in Accounting or Finance
and good communication skills...beyond that
it is your motivation that counts.
Come see our Finance Recruiter at The
Career Planning and Placement Center on
Wednesday, December 3. Enter the world
through The Gap’s door!

the09
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YOUR LAST 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
COULD BE YOUR FIRST
2 YEARS OF MANAGEMENT.
The Army ROTC
2-year program trains you
to become an officer for a
modem organization
today’s Army which also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guard.
An officer who is not
only a leader of men, but a
manager of money and
materials as well.
That’s why one of the
things you’ll learn in our
2-year program is management training skills.
Your training will start
the summer after your
sophomore year by attending a six-week Army ROTC
Basic Camp.
You’ll earn over $400
for attending Basic Camp.
And up to $1,000 for each
of your last 2 years
of college.
But the most rewarding part is you’ll graduate
with both a college degree
and a commission. And
become a member of the
Army management team.
For more information
call: 277-2986 or come
to 310 MacQuarrie
Hall.

ARMY ROTC.

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.

The 107C Bask Camp rill offer ye.
if interview date not convenient, plea,
send resume to or contact Rich Stiller
Employment Department ATARI, INC
PO Eirox 427. 1265 Borregas Ave
Sunnyvale CA 94086 (408) 745-2050
We are an equal opportunity employer
*awe cwwwwwww canoe,

chains to see if commission Olen officer
is something you would like to here. Conte
to the third floor of IdecOoartie Heil .ad,,.
ow 20.1w nwiie on th camp flier is

tb

tolutely no military obligation We-erred by
attending th heir Camp. Chock If se te,
day
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TOP -- Floor general Mike Mendez takes a breather in the midst of a preseason workout. RIGHT -- Spartan hoop coach Bill Berry looks on as
center Ed Uthoff (left) and forward Sid Williams (right) go through a drill.

by Jon Bloom
Bill Berry is an optimist. And why not? It worked
before.
With the SJSU basketball program floundering in a
sea of dismality after a two-year combined record of 15-39,
Berry stepped into the head coaching position and
promptly insisted his squad could win.
Nobody believed him. Not the "experts," who picked
the Spartans to perform their doormat act one more time.
Not the students, who stayed away from home contests in
droves. And, to a certain extent, not the players, who had
just finished suffering through a nightmare 7-20 campaign
with Berry’s predecessor Ivan Guevara.
But Berry believed, and eventually he got his troops to
follow as the Spartans posted an overall record of 17-12,
coming through with a miracle finish to capture the PCAA
post season tournament and making their first NCAA
appearance in 29 years.
The opening of the 1980-81 hoop season is less than two
weeks away and once again the "experts" have placed the
Spartans near the bottom of the PCAA race. And once
again Berry is of the opinion his club can win. But the once
free flowing optimism is somewhat more closely guarded.
"We opened up a can of worms doing as well as we did
iast year and I hope we can approach that level again,"
Berry said.
The Spartan general finds himself in a less than
desireable position, having lost the nucleus of the scrappy
championship team to the clutches of graduation.
Gone is the Spartans’ "Mr. Everything," Wally Rank
and his 16.3 scoring punch and seven rebounds per contest.
Gone is Mikki Jackson, the emotional heart and soul
of the club who carries with him an 11.3 point punch along
with seven boards a game.
Gone is Dan Sullivan, a backcourt leader and
defensive specialist who contributed more than just
points.

Two campus athletic
clubs, women’s fast-pitch
softball
and
men’s
volleyball, are gearing up
for seasons which they both
hope will result in intercollegiate status.
Students interested in
Joining the volleyball club
should meet tonight at 7:30
in PER 101.
The softball club is
holding its organizational
meeting today at 3:30 in
MG 210.
The softball club, now
in its fourth season, has

acquired a new coach,
Fran Angleson.
"We’d like to become
intercollegiate, but first we
have to prove ourselves,"
Angleson said.
Angleson said she
wants to work on building
up a good program this
year as a basis for
requesting intercollegiate
status.
The men’s volleyball
club currently has nine
players but could always
use more "high caliber
players," Bill Choy, team

And gone, although not graduated, is Arthur
"Stretch" Graham, the agile center who could be alternately brilliant and disappointing.
Some may be quick to question Berry’s optimism,
however closely guarded, after noting the critical
departures. But underlying factors could make Berry a
winner once more.
The entire PCAA was decimated by graduation,
having lost such powerhouses as Long Beach State’s
Francois Wise and Michael Wiley, Fullerton State’s
Calvin Roberts, Utah State’s Dean Hunger and Fresno
State’s Rod Higgins.
These losses act as a counterweight to the departure
of Rank and Co., and Berry can take solace in six returning lettermen, a trio of talented junior college transfers
and a less than imposing schedule.
Berry’s main concern as of this moment is trying to
mesh this raw talent into a cohesive fighting unit.
"So far the team has been both encouraging and
discouraging," Berry said. "I know what seven of the 13
guys on the roster can do and I’m trying to put them into a
team concept right now."
"This will be a different type of team than last
year’s," Berry said. "We’re going to be shorter but much
quicker. We have nine or 10 guys that could be called
’starters’ and we’re getting a lot of leadership from our
seniors."
Berry’s elder statemen will be the heart of the club.
Returning for another go-round 9n the hardwood after
solid junior years will be 6-5 swingman Doug Murrey ( 8.0
points per contest last year), stellar guard Mike Mendez
( 7.4 and 6-7 forward Sid Williams.
"We expect a lot from Murrey," Berry said. "We’re
waiting for him to explode offensively and we should be
getting more scoring from Mendez also "
The 6-4 Mendez showed he had all the makings of a
solid point guard as he earned All-PCA4 second team in
leading the Spartans to their best season since 1975-76

captain, said.
Choy said he hopes the
club will become a "real
team sanctioned through
the men’s athletic
department."
The volleyball club will
compete against Northern
California schools including California and
Stanford

when they posted a 17-10 mark.
Other returning lettermen include guards David
Byrd, .iohn Russo and Ed Saunders, all of whom matured
under the stress of playoff competition last season.
The Spartans feel 6-7 sophomore forward Chris McNealy from Santa Barbara City College along with guards
Mike Moore, a freshman with a 27 point average during
his senior year at Los Alamitos High, and Johnny Rogers
will provide a solid base for the future.
Another new face that will lead immediate help with
departure of Graham is 6-8 Ed Uthoff, a redshirt last
season who came to SJSU from the Air Force Academy.
The final plus for SJSU, although Berry denies it, will
be a somewhat toothless game slate that includes the likes
of Sonoma State, Sacramento State ant:LUC-Riverside.
"I don’t apologize for this schedule," Berry said
innly. "It is a good schedule for this year’s group and a

Monday, Dec. 1, 6:00 p.m. -- 11:00 p.m.
(early rounds)
Monday, Dec. 8, 6:00 p.m. -- Conclusion

A/lINE

For Men and Women

Giancarlo Glannini
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San Jose Hospital
Personnel Department
675 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, CA 95112
Or Cal: 998.3212
.3A,. f,J,S ()goal., trnplom FINN

ALL
8 -BALL TOURNAMENT

"A LUSTY LAUGH FILLED COMEDY."
I ’F MA

Provisional Graduate Training
Critical Care Training

Specialists in
Science Fiction9
Hardbacks
Paperbacks
138E. SANTA CLARA STREET
286-6275
SAN JOSE

Consider San Jose Hospital’s New
Graduate Trainir,g Program.
We are currently taking applications for the
following training programs to begin Mb-January.

Six month program for the new gradeete.

Recycle Bookstore
Buy, Sell and Trade

NURSES
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
AFTER SCHOOL??

Sin veve* structured program fcv the
new readuate nurse with e B.S.N m A.A

for gift
giving --

We’ve Moved

good one for a building team.
Though it may be slightly camouflaged, the optimism
is still there.

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

Entry Fee -- $3.00 per person
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Aggie loss a hard way to end season

Ramona Espanol

Spartan quarterback Jack Overstreet (15) passed for 327 yards and three
touchdowns in Saturday night’s 44-38 loss to Utah State. Spartan coach
Jack Elway, normally a one quarterback coach, has indicated that next
year he may use two, Overstreet and Steve Clarkson.

by Jerry McDonald
It was a tough way to
end a season.
There wasn’t a bowl
game or a national ranking
depending on it, but
Saturday night’s wild 44-38
loss to Utah State hurt just
the same. The Spartan
seniors didn’t go out the
way they wanted. The loss
made their final record 7-4.
"We wanted this one
bad," Spartan coach Jack
Elway said.
But despite losing in a
fashion that brings to mind
the 1979 Spartans, all offenseno defense, there
was no apologizing for the
past season.
went
"This team
through a lot of adversity,"
Elway siad. "We had so
many injuries on the offensive line, we went
through that quarterback
thing....We had some
players on this team with a
lot of courage. That means
a lot to me arid I respect all
of them.
"It’s just been a great
group to coach, we’ve had
our high points, and a few
lows, but not too many," he
continued.
Senior defensive end
Bill Benjamin, who has
been at SJSU for five
years, had no regrets over
his initial decision to play
for the Spartans.
"I’m going to get my

degree, we had winning
seasons, I met my wife,
and I started 28 games
here," Benjamin said.
"Personally, I thought I
had a good season. I gave it
my best when I was in, and
learned from coach Troxel
to play more under control.
I may not have made many
spectacular plays, but my
role was mostly one of
containment, so I think I
did my job."
Defensive tackle Rod
Traylor, the best Spartan
defensive lineman, was
dismayed about the season
ending, but enjoyed his
career.
"I didn’t want to go
here four years and go out
like this," Traylor said.
"But it can’t be changed so
there is no use being angry
about it. I’ve had some fun
times here. Beating Baylor
was one of the funniest
things I’ve ever done, and
every week that they win it
makes us look just that
much better."
Wide receiver Mark
Nichols,
the all-time
Spartan touchdown leader
for a wide receiver with 16
scores, is more of a perfectionist.
"We should have gone
undefeated. That’s the kind
of talent we had on this
team," Nichols said.
Nichols is known as the
Spartans’ deep threat. He

quarterback coach, ht.
"That was the worst
has averaged over 26 yards
intimated earlier that
per catch during his officiating I’ve ever seen. I
may be changing his mind
career, and many of his think they were calling
Jack
’’Steve
and
touchdowns have come things I’ve never even
compliment each other so
from long distance. But one heard of," Nichols said
well. Steve picked up the
of his most memorable disgustedly.
action in the Baylor game.
scores came in the Utah
Monday’s tabulation of
and Jack came in and
State game.
penalties were a total of 27
After catching a quick for 285 yards. That, plus. rallied bs against Pacific,"
look -in pass from Jack the 34 incomplete passes, Elway said. "I’ve always
Overstreet at about the 10 made it seem as if the clock gone with one quarterback,
yard line, Nichols was was stopped more than it but hell, who knows?"
So now the thoughts
confronted by a host of was running. The game
turn to recruiting, as the
Aggies.
lasted over three and a half
coaches make out their
Somehow, he spun, hours.
shopping lists.
twisted and burrowed his
Naturally, reporters
"We’d like a couple of
away on his own, barely questions to Elway turned
and
backs,
running
making it across the goal to next year.
More
line on his final SJSU specifically, the quar- definitely some offensive
linemen," Elway said.
reception.
terback situation.
While one reporter
"When I first caught
Steve Clarkson never commented on the positive
that ball, I never thought
I’d make it over the goal saw any action as Over- aspects of the season to
street had another fine Elway and the successes,
line," Nichols said.
Despite catching only game, with 327 yards he said:
Both are
"It’s hard to feel good
19 passes this year, the passing.
Spartans foremost pro sophomores. While Elway about it right now, maybe
prospect of the senior class has always been a one- tomorrow."
had no regrets over his Associated Students Program Board Presents
initial decision to come to
:1
cs.7
SJSU.
tzsics
eesie(’\r’goo-Nio1,
"I knew that San Jose
crni\olvoe
\
or"
threw the ball, and since
they pass, I felt this was the
best choice," Nichols said.
"I still feel that way."
Sb.50
P.dv
While most Spartans.
Gene(o1 Doot S150
including Elway, didn’t
50,
want to discuss the ofP.d.i SA 50, Geneld
Student Doot St)
ficiating in the Aggie game
Student
for fear of exuding a sour
grapes attitude, Nichols
wasn’t bashful in his
evaluation.
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Take on Texas and Texas Tech

Lady hoopsters get a taste of Texas action
by Greg Miles
The SJSU women’s basketball team gets its second
taste of action tonight and tomorrow night when it travels
to Austin and Lubbock, Tex., to take on Texas and Texas
Tech. Both games tip-off at 7:30 Mountain Standard time.
In tonight’s game, the Lady Spartans take on Texas, a
relatively young team, according to its head coach, Jody
Conradt.
The team is a running, pressing type team that is still
in the experimental stages, Conradt said. The team uses a
double low post type offense, and a man-to-man defense.
Conradt said the team uses a variety of defenses to try
and give multiple looks on defense.
The top returnees on the team are Jackie Swaim, a 6-2
center, Cheryl Hartman, a 6-1 center, Nell Fortner, a 6-0
forward and Joy Williams, a 6-0 center.
So far this season Texas has a 2-0 record, with victories over Temple Junior College and Iowa. Tonight will
be the home opener for the Longhorns.

At this stage of the season, Texas Tech posts a 2-3
record.
So far this season, the Lady Spartans have a 1-1
record, beating Utah State and losing to UCLA in the
Anheuser Busch Classic Friday and Saturday at Spartan

Gym.
After its stay in Texas, the Lady Spartans next
competition will be in the New Year’s Classic on Dec. 5
and 6 at Santa Clara’s Toso Pavilion.

According to Wick, the team is not very quick, so in
order to beat the Lady Spartans, Texas Tech will have to
slow the tempo down.
"I don’t think we could run with San Jose," Wick said.
Wick mentioned that her team lost most of its players
to graduation, and this will be a rebuilding year for them.
The top returnee for Texas Tech is 5-9 forward/guard
Gwen McCray. The top newcomer is 6-1 freshman center
Caroline Thompson.
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CAMERA SALE
Canon’

For

WIN A
"PARTY CRUISE"
TO MEXICO

In tomorrow night’s game, SJSU will face a Texas
Tech team which has a new coach in Donna Wick, a former assistant at Nevada-Las Vegas.
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SUPER
PRICE

$16995

30 DAY EXCHANGE FREE SCHOOL

3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS
IN LAS VEGAS
$ 9; Plus Cash $ $

3rd Prize

3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS
IN RENO
$ $ Plus Cash $ $

STUDENT SPECIAL I

1/2 OFF
THE REGULAR PRICE OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTIN(,
ONE ROLL OF PRINT SLIDE OR MOVIE FILM COLOR

OTHER PRIZES THRU 50th PLACE, & 1st - 5Th HIGH
including balls, bags, merchandise, gift certificates
& other assorted goodies

GAME

OR bLACK AND WHITE

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

DOOR PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING EACH SQUAD

PRESENT THIS AD AT TIME OF ORDER
LOW PRICES PERSONAL SEE ICE
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SAN JOSE
40 SOUTH FIRST
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$10 billion spent annually on cosmetics in U.S.

Confusion caused by hypo -allergenic labeling
removed from the products.
All test claims are submitted to the F’DA. No product
Fragrances are the number one irritant in cosmetics.
claims will be allowed to imply complete absence of all said Dr. Richard Vroman, a Santa Clara dermatologist.
allergic reactions.
"Most of the complaints I receive dealing with
Even with the regulation, there is no such thing as a allergic reactions to cosmetics are caused from
true hypoallergenic cosmetic, said Rick Van Akan, fragrances," he said.
consumer complaint and recall emergency coordinator of
Common allergic reaction symptoms are itching,
the FDA office in San Francisco.
oozing, redness and swelling of the affected area.
It is hard to substantiate a claim, he said.
’’The terms hypoallergenic, "usage for sensitive
"Cosmetics labeled hypoallergenic have little
significance because somewhere down the road, someone skin" and "allergy tested" are advertising words,"
will be allergic to some ingredient in the cosmetic that Vroman said. "Sometimes women will say I’ve tried
everything and I don’t know what’s wrong because I keep
won’t cause an allergic reaction to someone."
He said cosmetics compose 12 to 15 percent of corn- getting allergic reactions. Then they’ll try a

by Kim Bergheim
Consumer Editor

Cosmetics may come in small packages, but they are
big business in the United States. Americans are spending
110 billion.annually for cosmetics in hopes of eliminating
wrinkles, disguising blemishes and creating a rosy glow
on their faces.
Adding to the confusion of deciding upon the most
helpful cosmetic are hypoallergenic labeled cosmetics.
Hypoallergenic is a made-up word because no such
word exists, said Lissa Terpening, manager of I Natural
Cosmetics in Vallco Fashion Park.
According to Webster’s Dictionary, "hypo" means
"less" and "allergenic" means "causing an allergic
sensitization". When the words are combined, they would
seem to mean "less likely to cause an allergic reaction.’’
Unfortunately, the hypoallergenic label does not follow
that logic.
Many consumers think cosmetics labeled
hypoallergenic will completely prevent allergic reactions,
but it really means there is a lessened chance of skin
irritation, Terpening said.
"Hypoallergenic products can be good products if
they really are hypoallergenic," said Fred Norman.
supervisor investigator of the Food and Drug Administration office in San Jose.
If a cosmetic company makes special claims about its
products, it must back up the claims, he said. According
to the FDA, in the past, each cosmetic had its own criteria
for what it considered to be a hypoallergenic cosmetic.
Some companies omitted the fragrances and others
performed patch testing in various sizes on panels and,
according to testing procedures, labeled the product
hypoallergenic depending on the results.
Other companies used the term hypoallergenic on the
basis of true allergic reactions while others made the
decision based on all adverse reactions resulting from
testing and reports made by users after the product was
marketed.
Cosmetic companies that did testing differed on the
procedures and the number of persons used for the tests.
None was known to test its products against com-

’It is unlikely there will be a cosmetic that
won’t cause a allergic reaction to someone’
parison products that do not make claims ill
hypoallergenicity.
The tests were not known to be carried out to establish
any significant differences between hypoallergenic and
the conventional cosmetic’s’ rates of reactions.
In 1977, the FDA fornied regulations requiring proof
for products stating they are hypoallergenic.
The regulation says a product can be labeled
hypoallergenic or other similar words such as "allergy
tested," "safe for senstive skin" or "less irritating" only
if scientific studies on humans show a significant lower
rate of any type of adverse skin reactions when compared
with other comparable conventional products.
The conventional competing product used in the tests
must be one of the top three sales leaders for the type of
product tested or from a group of products when combined make up at least 10 percent of the market volume
for the product.
The tests must be conducted using dermatological
testing procedures to determine reactions.
If a claim of hypoallergenicity is found to be justified,
the claim will be valid for five years provided there is not
change in the product formula.

plaints he receives. Of those complaints, 90 percent are
for injuries or reactions.
Most women buy the products to avoid injuries and
prevent reactions, said Donna O’Dowd, Clinique cosmetic
consultant.
For women with constant breakouts or women who’ve
had plastic surgery, these cosmetics are ideal, she said.
Women also say the make-up goes on their face
smoother, lasts longer and doesn’t cause problems.

hypoallergenic cosmetic because they think they won’t
get an allergic reaction because of the label."
"Hypoallergenic cosmetics are a big farce," said
Carol Alstadt, cosmetologist at Horacio’s in San Jose.
Even if the products don’t have perfumes, that doesn’t
necessarily mean the cosmetic is completely allergy free,
she said.
The make-up could be water based and there could be
someone allergic to water, so for that person, the
wouldn’t hold up, Alstadt said.
Clinique doesn’t label its cosmetics hypoallergenic, hypoallergenic claim
"The cosmetic companies want you to think their
but they are allergy tested and 100 percent fragrance free.
Clinique states it tests its cosmetics with 6,600 ap- products are better for you," she said.
"If patients are complaining of reactions from
plications of the product applied using patch tests on a
panel of 600 persons. They say the product will not be cosmetics and I think that is the root of the problem, then I
will recommend non-fragranced cosmetics," said Dr.
releawd if any person has an allergic reaction.
dermatologist.
Alrnay cosmetics displays hypoallergenic on its Michael Condie, a Sunnyvale
Everyone’s skin sensitivity is different, so what one
label. It states chemists check all the ingredients in each
product to minimize the chances of irritation. The for- person can use, another person might not be able to use,
mulas are tested through human tests before the said Janice Kalomiros, cosmetologist at Hairbenders in
cosmetics are put on the market. Almay fragrances are San Jose.

classifieds
Announcements
WANTED Baseball cards, year’
books and world series programs,
autographs,
slat.,
sports
memorablia.OUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 161. or call 8370191.
STUDENT Denial Plan. Take care
xl your mouth and lave money, ISO.
Enna nowt, Information at A.S.
Office, or call 371411111.
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, 5 p.m. Sundays. Roman
Catholic, S p.m. Sundays and
Episcopal, 030 p.m.. first and third
Sundays at the Campus Christian
Genre, 3005.10th Street.
WEDDING photography in a price
tango you Can .fieed. sin and II.
call James at
For beautiful pi
3111102.
IT IM
DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
of the Chimes,
3404171.
Reformed Church of America, 1447
S.J. Cali 244 9211S.
Bryan
Sunday services at 1.11 and IS ii
School al 1:36.
RECYCLE at Spartan Gardens, 7th
and Humboklt streets Dona ttons ot
glass, newspapers, cardboard.
aluminum, tin. scrap metal and oil
Open Wed 1017. Sat and Sun, 10 4
A.S. funded.
WE MAKE it easy to NM at home
CORT FURNITURE RENTAL
PM Stevens Creek Blvd . Santa
Clara. 1 block east of Lawrence
E apressway Call 9540433 10 percent student discount (excluding
I.
already dtScounted

’69 BUICK SY YLARK 4 do Looks
WtOd, runs like new, Priced to sell
WO 167 1016

For Sale
S EER MAKING. In lust 3 wwks.
you will be drink mg import type
beer Inc halt the price at Coors. We
Will insure your success! Kit, 179.95.
Call BMA at balm/
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
a collectors item Itnib the
restaurants and pubs ol Germany
for many a traveller, can now be
yours. Great for parties, and
practical around the home. Eight for
bill (includes tax and shopping).
Send cash or check to German
Imports, Inc., P.O. Box 1794. Sun
nyvalf. CA 94087.
’67 Chen Camaro 327, AT, P.S.
Rebuilt Trans AM/PM Cassette, Ex
COnd. 11700. AM 2441764 tit
TYPEWRITER
Std.
Vacuum,
Manual SW H
upright 1135: good condition. 217-7671.
Complete hying
Shasta Tratlw
quart. lot Bakersfield...100.GO cond.
Accept small car trade.

Help Wanted
PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Monday Friday evenings and
Saturday mornings. Telephone
sales. Easy may to earn fultlinie
money. Most representatives earn
$4-I? per hour. Guaranteed salary
and bonus For interview. call Mr.
Burns at 154 7111

PART-TIME INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY It you’re decided
about a career, but willing to explore
the opportunities available in sales
and sales management with a Woe,
eastern based company. our part
time interns/1w may be right tor
you For more tntorrnalton call Mr
7 J Sherer at 14001 749 1172 An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

COMPANIONS
to
disabled
Children/adults 1331 per hour to
start Training provided Flexible
hours. Over 0 Also hiring Spanish
bilingual. Call the Community
Assoc ta lion for the Retarded at OW
gill or 964 NW

10 sossave-iiia BIZARRE WAYS
TO MAKE UN THIS WEEKEND.
Send 02.10 to: Plato, 1204 Apollo Wv.
II. C 94056
Suite MI.

A VERY good possibility to make
140,0000, more year on a part time
bast, with good opportunities. Call
198 13011 after $p ft,

I Those who look E IT
E NO’
loam 11/1/N, lets exchange info.
Aqva -Sol. Call 4254211. Wave
message.

PROCESS SE R V E RS: Over IS, Own
car,
U.S. citiren.
$
openings.Pay is Wprir serves* and
up. I will train you. Poe enformation,
call 2392111.

SIERRA CLUE will meet Tuned,’
at 1.811 p.m. Goad Room, S.U. Dr.
Hugon will show slides and talk on
Mt French and Austria Alps
WAX ’EM UP AND BEAT ’EM
DOWN! Ski season is almost hero
aril we are ready. Spaces are slili
available In, be Del I / Squaw trip
No. No. Ho, All you merry old souls
Come to out Mistletoe Ball Dec
trth Advance ticker% are now on
sale Gel the scoop al the Dec 4
meeting in Eng 131 at / 30 the new
dtrectors will be out at the meeting
B e the ’et, be square

Automotive
’W Dull ER E.t.a sharp New
Intorloy. / T. AM/FM cssette PS,
PE. Must see CM, 706-1911 between
Sandi/p.m,
_

ION ARTISTS
Scratch board talents can prey id*
unique earning opportunity. Contact
E tChery Artworks. Inc.. at 3744711.
_
Part or full
ATHLETIC SALES
time help wanted E arn from SISO to
5100 per Week. Mrs It pm Mon
Fri Coll Jerry at 791.1160

HELP eeee
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
RECEIVE UP 113$10’MO
HYLAND PLASMACENTER
315 ALMADEN AVE
FOR INFORMATION
AND APPOINTMENT
CALL 194 6131
WORK 1 1 wtdeveloPment511V
disabled to home Flembie hours
Can
Possible trebt
Start. I3 OS, plus mileage Alter 4
months, so 75 We tratn Call 771
070

B.J. I lost your phone number. Call
CRUISESH1PS
Reck A.S.A.P. at 244420.
Club Mediterranean sailing flu
ped.tIons Needed
Sports inDRINKING PROBLEM? We are
structors, office personnel, coun
students lust itkc vou who are
selors
Caribbean,
E mope.
overcoming our problem togeink.
Workiwidel Summer, Careers Send
II Jet I. 2117 11707, or Gait
SS 9S, plus /5 hand**. ler *OFF Interested
or John. 194 5761 We meet Monday
plica ?tons, openings guide, to
CRUISEWORLD 20, Box /1159,/s nights.
CA
or
Sacramento.
95040,
WI Have great
JANET Fl
CRUI2ZWORLD 26, ism wart Ave.,
one! I didn’t want you to think I
Sacramento, CA Me,
forgot? Love. K CJ
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round
Europe, South America,
OE FOUR:
Australia. As MI fields 5500 to
I’ve seen you up close and from afar.
You area 5.15 football star. Dark,
51,200 monthly Sightseeing For
Ira information, write: 1./C. $00 50
dark eyes
secretive smile You’ve
got mat cerlaoi special style.
CAW, Corona Del Mar, CA WM.
Strong, a thletu your conf ulence
shows They myster y or you I’d loke
Student cashier wanted part.ttme
to know
and weekends Mcst be neat and
14 Carrot
congenial. Some math background

AUDIO
ISIS HAS IT
The kindest SO lot Iron el use highest
fidelity al th e lowest pr,ces Wear
starling odour Ow year al SJSU’s
complete ’Solomer ele<lrOnit,
buying service with 750 brands of
audio, video, Pape and accessories.
For quotes, tnforma lion or sound
advice, call 255-5050. Monday thru
Thursday befweem I a.m. and 3
or Friday thru Sunday between 10 a.m. and 10 pm., and ask
for Ken.

or Cash hand bog exper peel Apply
IA F. 494 5. 4th St S J

Services
Housing
ROOM FOR RENT to a studious
female student Nice house in
Milpitas 5170 per month, Including
Wadies and phone. Call 363.0230.
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Beautiful building, courtyard, grand
piano fireplace and kitchen. Linen
and m,, .dservice SSO to 575 weekly
207 S 11th For more information.
come to 122 N. 0th. or call 990.0223.
MINT
MANAGER
Married couple. Spanish helpful.
Light work, close to 5110. CaN 291.
1130a.
ROOM POE RENT: Private Bath
and kitchen priwleges Close to bus
lines, 13 minutes Nom SJSU,
Pontoon students welcome. Call 297.
UM. or leave message at 310.0423.
_
FURNISHED 1 BORM. apt. for rent
3 blks from campus. Well
maintained building Rent SSW ni
with lots of extras Call 1944332 or
199 34t9 eves
FEMALE ROOMATE
to
share new 3 berm. house. Peeper
Illearino. Call Janice 200.7731.

ATHLETES Your nutrition is .
ornpor ’ant at yOur work., Call J D
at 14151 96/ 6051 lot tree nu rrrrr emu
Leave your oho’,
Conf vita tion
number

PROPESSI
ING, Theses.
term MM., melee’s. etc IBM
Correcting II Call Cynthia al 217
0133 ISanta Clara), or Mary ail NS.
22411Mt. Vtewl,

TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or return’s.
(belay work at reasonable prices.
EXECUTIVE’S
Call
THE
510111140,
ASP

SIGNAL
UNIVERSITY
S8RVICES
TYPING: 212.2710
198N.
SAN JOSE, CA

TYPING: ACCURACY. NEATNESS
and DEADLINES GUARANTEED.
Experienced in masters, reports and
disser latrons. APPreved by SJSU
Grad. Office. IBM 001. 11. Call Janet
at 227 .9511.

TYPING Theses, term papers, Inc.
Experienced and fast Reasonable
rates. Call 1694674.

SCHOOL of Relief Arts: Ballet 10strurtton lOr all ages and levels.
Personalited and detailed In
’Ruction in new location at 1186
Lincoln Ave Call 2006111 or 995
1416

FREE
COPYING,
TYPING,
BINDER: Term papers, thesis,
peeled,. Fast. S Cents line. pica, 6
cents a Ilne. elite. ISM copying, 44
ion Campbell. IS yff
Cents,
top. Proofread, guaranteed. Call
Judy Riley at 14111 7076171
(Fremont)

TYPING: Ilaywrienced rrrrr Wry
hewn all. Low cost, accurate, last,
high quality. Call Pam at 347-2411.
Ones,

HI KIDS!

2
lett for camping safari to
Kenya al January 12.200 (current
air fares] Mel all canselS, land
rower, beach
1261 ISuel 74S
70110 I Dmod

Three
days

Four
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SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San ..,ose California 95192
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Announcemente

Help Wanifi

Automotive

Housing

For Sole

Inn? end found

mascotsSorvica
Swan

SITHESES typed. SI
TERM
per page IBM Selevtrio with ...bus
11170 balls. Call v Nor.% at 227.1035.
BILINGUAL TYPIST (SWIM)
Vieftamese translator, Parbtima.
Start 01.75/hr. Close to MU. Write
CITA, Box 1/61.S.J. 95109.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

cf.w.oine
HAIR REMOVED
UNW
FOREVER. SPECIALIST, CON
FIDENTIAL. 330 S &ATWOOD
AVE., SAN JOIE CALL 147 7454

TYPIST!
E XPERIENCED
Resumes, term papers. etc.
Reasonable Cali Lynn at 7711-1114

Ed hay bar. your

(Effective: Fall 1980)

Iwo duo. prior to pubhcabon
ConsecutoraPublICItion dales only
No eglyndS on COnCltil01105

En
Call

TYPING THAT’S TOPS’
Term papers, resumes. theses.
E xperienced. Call Tony 01 206 7007

Automated Classified
Ad Toler. I’d
like to he you
get started in the
ad world. I’m easy
to use, just fill out
the forms describing
your ad, enclose cash
or check for the
full amount and stuff ’em
in the slot. It’s that
simple. And no credit
references necessary
Bye Kids!

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Ong
day

IONAL typing.
WANKS& reasonable rates
Jeannie/ at 274 1910

and
TYPING! Fast, occurat
professional. Deadlines esseraeMed.
Low rates. Call Jon at tebl SM.

SKI LODGING JAN. 1.10 Luxury
Club Tahoe condo Beds for six.
sleep up to ten Discount at Incline
Fete spa. racquetball, sauna Many
Wieres, 5000 Call 75’ 3071 eves
_

FLYING LESSONS
Learn how to fly through brat flying
club. Instruction for 5th,, ISO to,
S16/11r.nd 110 be 140/hr Cali auk!
at 404.4138.

TECHNICAL . TYPING / Disser
taboos. reports. by Stonford
University secretary in my San Jose
home. Very close to SJSU. Call Pat
?
3311 days, or 197.1)31 eyes.

Prompt,
TYPING:
tweimmena I. Reiter’s. taTm Mews,
manuscripts. Call Donna’s Typing
Service aI 29744111.

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE,
Reports, theses, term papers. Fast
. Call 249-0412.

STUD rrrTRAVEL
Our services cost you nothing etttra
We specialize in international and
domestic IlIghts
TRIP AND
TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY,
4441, Wolliam
110b and Wm./.
San Jose, CA 91112. Open 7 days a
week, Hours: Mon.,* S. Toes to Fro.,
9.6, Sat., 95: Sun, noon-S. Call 14051
291.1611.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Roman Ca111011C and Protestant
campus minable% offer religsous
ser v Kes, study groups, sw fal events
and counseling al 300 S 10th St. Call
290-0201. Fr. Dan Derry, Sr., Joan
Panetta, Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev
Refer
Herb Firnhaber, Rev
Kuop,nae.

I-WOULi like to I sold trushvorin,
woman companion to share my
apartment. I am a cerebral palsied
’Kan with a vooce defect Free rent
Call 191 7304 &ter SP.m

FREE
CLEANING Dental
care includes orthodontics On
tometry also included. Over 400
dental ollKes 535 Per year MrP1
horsing, lee. Call Professional Dental
Services 4144,44111er 290-1170.

Jan. 4. I I
0370.110
Jan. 0.11
0319.00
Jan 1.12
131.011
Includes air, hotel, transfers
444 E. William St.
San Jose, CA 00112
One elk, soul% of campus
0000 days week
Call 1951413

MOVING AND HAULING. Nave
large truck ava !table for all serfs of
lobs. Call Roy at 111.4911.

Personals

SPECIAL WITH THIS D
NANTELLE ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY BY DIANE
?OS 0.1 BASCOM 294 409

NEW YEAR
IN HAWAII

LOOKING for a wedding
photographers
Your wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions of love soil, elegant
and universally understood For the
finest award wtnnIng photography,
call John at 4402300.

TYPING 20 years experience. All
algootacc
, neatriesS,
ligtlines guaranteed. IBM Corr.
Sel II So Si/Blossom Hill area
Call Kathie at 5711 1711 from a m to
1 p.m.

ALL TYPING, Fast, professional.
accurate. Set. II. Theses and term
Specialty. ReportS,
manuals, resumes. etc.
Ewtridge Area 259.4003

Travel

TYPING SERVICE Special student
oiler of Si per page huu II/10/00.
Fast. accurate aiin professional
Call
Nom campus
Minutes
KEYWACKERS al 177 ISIS for
delaas

BEST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST
445 3RD., No. 523
357 1155
2
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Social work students unite
to gain voice in decisions

SHUT UP AND (AVE
YOU GOTTA
IN
5AVE THE FCCR KID
YOU KNOCKED INTO
THE RIVER, DUMMY!

uuNGH!!

Aberle says students freer
-continued from front page
Aberle, who knew
nothing about the plans,
called the president of the
club and asked him what
was going on.
The student asked
Aberle to recall a meeting
they had with the dean
when he said they should
develop the biggest and
best club. Aberle said he
remembered the meeting.
That is what we are
trying to do," the student
replied.
So, when Aberle called
the dean back, he informed
the dean that it was all his
fault.
On the night of the
1,000
about
meeting,
students showed up to see
Carol Dada only to find that
she cancelled because of a
cold.
The club president said

he rounded up some local years of political turmoil
talent.
on college campuses were
According to Aberle, very tramatic for him.
only from 30 to 40 students
He said his feelings
asked for a refund. Aberle were very mixed during
laughingly said he didn’t those years. While symstick around to see the pathetic to the students, he
students’ reaction.
was also a member of the
Aberle said that over National Guard.
the years he has noticed no
Aberle speaks of his
drastic change in students.
life in terms of three
"I
suppose
some careers -- teaching.
people would say students military and writing.
have changed a great deal,
has
written
He
but I don’t know that they numerous magazine arhave. They are freer now in ticles and several textthe things the say and do.
books, including a college
"In
the
called
"Inbusiness textbook
school, I would say a large troduction to Business."
percentage of our students
Aberle and his wife
are working. That means share an enthusiasm for
that they are in a !,arry and mystery stories.
it sometimes means that
"I keep telling her that
they may not give complete when I’m 70, I’m going to
attention
to
the retire and write mystery
academics."
stores. But I don’t know
Aberle said that the whether I have the skill to
write mystery stories or
not."

Sigma Chi awarded
Derby Days plaque
The Life Experience Foundation has awarded Sigma
Chi Fraternity a plaque in recognition of its Derby Days
conti ibution.
The fraternity donated the 86,300 it raised during
Derby Days, according to Diane Blackmore, a member of
the foundation board of directors.
The Life Experience Foundation is a non-profit
organization that specializes in giving developmentally
handicapped young people from ages 14 to 21 a chance to
learn how to do thing, for themselves.
According to Blackmore, the foundation lost most of
its funding after the passage of Proposition 13.
The foundation owns and operates a duplex where the
handicapped are trained in helping themselves. After the
funds were cut, the foundation had to rent out the duplex
because it couldn’t afford to continue the program,
Blackmore said. The foundation now exists primarily on
private donations, she added.
The plaque was presented to the fraternity at a
special ceremoney on Nov. 20, Blackmore said.

spartaguide
Register now for
"Biology of Cancer,"
Biology 103, for the Spring
1981 session. Students can
receive Science and GE
credits. No preservatives.
Arlie Hochchild,
associate professor of
Sociology at UC-Berkeley
will speak on the "Uses of a
Managed Heart: The
Commercialization
of
Feeling," today at 2 p.m. in
BC 001.
Campus Ministry will
hold a Bible study on the
Gospel of Luke at 12:30

He and his wife have
two sons, Peter, 24, and
Michael 34, who is an SJSU
ROTC graduate. They also
have two grandsons who,
Aberle says proudly, are
very bright.
"I have a real close
family. I think that’s
because we have always
done everything together
even when the kids were
real young."
Aberle met his wife at
SJSU in a world history
class.
In looking back on his
career, Aberle says he
wouldn’t change much, but
that he might not have
Spent those 12 years in
administration.
"I like what I’m doing.
I was a department
chairman for 12 years, so I
am glad to be back to
teaching. I’d like to teach
as long as the kids seem to
want me to teach."

by Mary Apanasewicz
Students in the School of Social Work, discontented
with the quality of their education and feeling that their
perspective was being ignored, have formed a coalition to
change things within their area of study.
The School of Social Work Student Coalition evolved
from the now-defunct Graduate Student Association
) GSA) and began as an informal group last year. It
became a recognized campus organization this semester.
The GSA was more of a social group that "wasn’t
representative" of all social work students, said coalition
Co-chairman Mike Garcia.
"We felt, as students, we had a lot more to offer the
school," he said. "We wanted to be more instrumental in
school processes."
Garcia described the formation of the coalition as
"constructive change in a time of turmoil."
When former Dean Armando Sanchez was asked to
resign and Jose Villas was appointed as interim dean by
SJSU President Gail Fullerton to take his place, "a lot of
people were upset," Garcia said.
"We felt the students should have some input in such
an important decision," said Oscar Moreno, a coalition
member.
"Work was not being done on school committees and
there was very little direction or guidance from the
faculty," Garcia said. "We saw it as a good time for
change and student involvement."
One of the major complaints the students had was that
the school was not adhering to its stated mission.
The stated mission of the School of Social Work at
SJSU is to prepare social workers to work with Chicanos
and to meet the needs of minorities.
"It really upsets me to find out the rhetoric on paper is
not being applied practically to the curriculum," said
Maria Ayaon, a social work student. "I came to this school
the lowerpt form of humor

any flynn &

don flynn

primarily because of the mission."
The coalition is dedicated to the mission of the School
of Social Work, Garcia said. Its members serve as
"monitors" to make sure the school’s educational and
political processes abide by the mission, he added.
To help insure that the student voice is heard, there
are two voting coalition members on each of the 25-ormore school committees. The committees, some ad-hoc
are concerned with different aspects of the school such as
curriculum and research.
The coalition is also involved in the dean advisory
committee for the School of Social Work. The committee
is currently interviewing candidates for permanent dean.
"The coalition has brought faculty and students
together in a way never before," Garcia said. "We’re coworkers. As students we’re not only here to criticize, but
to offer our abilities to the school."
Interim Dean Villa said he thinks the coalition is
"absolutely essential" to the School of Social Work.
"It reflects the real needs of the students," Villa said.
"It is an important link between the administration,
teachers and community."
The needs of the community - especially the Chicano
community - are a major concern of the coalition.
Students have been organizing pot luck dinners with
community leaders and social work agencies to discuss
social problems and tap potential sources for field
placement.
Working in the field is a required part of the social
work program.
"The field placements have not been focusing in the
San Jose locality," Moreno said. "There needs to be a
tighter relationship between the school and community so
that barriers can be torn down and communication
opened."
Student Shelly Hardin said she sees the coalition as a
support group in social work that keeps up with the
changes in the community and in education.
The coalition is organizing a social work student
conference and putting together workshops for next
semester in order to facilitate classroom learning, according to Garcia.
Moreno said the coalition and the School of Social
Work have just begun the process of "constructive
change," but hopes the coalition will be a model for other
schools and encourage students to become actively involved in their education.

Students earn credit
for Special Olympics
A class is being offered
next semester for students
who want to learn about
working with the mentally
retarded and who would
like to help SJSU put on a
third
annual
Special
Olympics.
The class, Special
Education 116, will be
taught by Susan Winton on
Monday nights from 7 to
9:45. Students can take the
class for one or three units
depending on how much
time they are willing to put
into the project.
The event has been
very successful in the past,
according to Winton. Last

p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Norb
Contact
Room.
Firnaber at 298-0204 for
information.

the International House,
360 S. 11th St. For information call Warren
Kallenbach at 277-2941.

InRecreation 97
terrelated Arts and
Leisure) will have an art
show from noon to 3 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call Lori
Sanders at 378-9481 for
details.

The
University
Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador will host a
slide show with speakers
today at noon in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more
information call Lisa
Wartenberg at 923-8901.

University Research
Committee will hold the
Fall 1980 Research Forum
and wine tasting from 3:30
to 5:30 p.m. Wednesday at

ATTENTION: Spartaguide announcements
will run on a space
available basis.

1St Official
Love A Resident Director
Steve Willis
Allun Hall

Rene Singleton
Weo Hall

Jerry Myron
Markham Hall

Mike Krebs
Hoover Hall

Dixie Rookwood
Moulder Hall

Will Koehn
Roy«’ Hall

Scott Drummond
West Hall

Jo Stuart
\A’AlburnI (all

1980

year there were approximately 400 participants from Agnews.
Napa, Sonoma and
Stockton state institutions.
Winton said the class is
not only for students inspecial
terested
in
education.
"It’s just a human
interest in special olyrnpies," Winton said.
In the past, students
from various campus
departments, including
chemistry, math and
sociology, have taken the
class, according to Winton.
Students will be involved in planning track
and field activities, lunch
and other programs for the
all-day event.

Frye boots have been bench crafted since 1863, which
makes them America’s
oldest boots.
Yet Frye’s Classic, Western,
and Casual styles look anything but old.
In fact, boots like this are the very latest
look in fashion. Probably because Frye boots
wear their heritage so well.

&HY DON’l YOU
C1-1E-CA OUT 1-1-4E.
(eqooryilrnts Ciutoe"
evERY 1-1-kuRsoPY
DA t-Y?
I tJ 1-)46 SPARD

SHOE STORES

ROOTS & MORE

GRAND OPENING!!
[375

The Pruneyara Campbell

500 University Ave

Palo Alto 326-0784

ALL - CAMPUS
TABLE SOCCER
TOURNAMENT
Tuesday,

December

2,

371-31871

7:00pm

Open Division (Men or Women) for SJSU Students Only*
Entry Fee - $3.00 per team
Double elimination or round robin, depending on number of entries
Best 2 of 3 game matches
WTSA Rules

* Top Two teams will be invited to represent S;SU at the
ACU-I Regional Recreation Tournament (February 13-15
at San Diego State University).
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DARE TO COMPARE!
Campus Insurance challenges you to compare insurance companies
and find out why qualifying applicants can save up to 30%
Campus Ins.
State Farm*
Farmers*
Allstate*
Bodily injury
15/30/10
Uninsured motorist
15/30
Collision
$100 deductable
Comprehensive
$50 deductable
Medical $5000

$651.80

Bodily injury
15/30/10
Uninsured motorist
15/30
Collision
$150 deductable
Comprehensive
$50 deductable
Medical $5000

$870.00

Bodily injury
15/30/10
Uninsured motorist
15/30
Collision
$100 deductable
Comprehensive
$50 deductable
Medical $5000

$738.40

Bodily injury
15/30/10
Uninsured motorist
15/30
Collision
$100 deductable
Comprehensive
$50 deductable
Medical $5000

$560.00

Annual premium

Annual premium

Annual premium

Annual premium

Save $91.80

Save $310.00

Save $178.40

Greater savings
available with good
student discount!

with Campus
with Campus
with Campus
*Rates are for comparative purposes only and are based on coverage
costs for a 22 yr. old male living in zip code area 95124, driving 30 miles
a day in a 1978 VW 2 door hatchback Rabbit with no citations or accidents & three years driving experience. All quotes were obtained by
phone from a Spartan Daily Account Executive on Oct. 28, 1980 and
Nov. 11, 1980 from qualified insurance company representatives.

Identical Coverage Doesn’t Have Identical Costs.
As you can see, having auto insurance with the big
guys can cost you plenty. Campus Insurance offers you
the same quality coverage and service and may save
you up to 30% off what you’re paying now with the big
guys. So why pay more? You own it to yourself to find
out how easy it is to save. For a firm no hassle quote,
call Campus Insurance today and start saving!

CAMPUS INSURANCE
4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
CALL 296-5270
Suite 165, San Jose
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Gobblers roam in Grant Park

Wild turkeys in San Jose?
by Catherine Cassidy
Feature Editor

It’s that time of year again.
Once more,
like so many
Thanksgivings past, eating will become a
religious experience, and that wonder of a
bird, the turkey, will be transformed from
grubby gobbler into an object of worship.
The childhood memories of most
Americans are cluttered with images of
the Pilgrim’s famous turkey fat and
custom plumed, its sole purpose in life to
feed hungry Thanksgiving feasters.
But tucked away in the hills of east San
Jose is a group of turkeys that are not
expecting to be prepared for anyone’s
November feast.
These are J.D. Grant Park’s little
known wild turkeys, and they’ve got
anything but Thanksgiving on their minds.
Wild turkeys in San Jose? It:s really
true, but the birds are not natural born
natives of the area, according to NHenry
Coletto, Grant Park wildlife conservation
officer.
According to Coletto, several of the
birds were imported to California from
their native Texas in 1977, in an effort to
build up the nation’s turkey population.

cording to Fred Hibbert, wildlife conservation officer and park manager.
"They just kind of roam around the
park and gobble," he said. "You can really
hear a lot of gobbling during the spring
because the gobble is the bird’s mating
call."
Hibbert suggested that turkey enthusiasts interested in stalking the birds
with a camera, not a gun) should keep in
mind the birds can also detect scent.
"It’s a good idea if you’re looking for
turkeys to walk downwind fromthem, so
they can’t pick up your scent," he said.
"Otherwise they will take off for a more
protective place."
The turkeys prefer the brushy, more
secluded sections of the park. Hibbert
said. They tend to roam around in flocks of
three to 10, and although they can fly, it is
usually a last resort, he added.
"I’ve never seen a turkey fly yet on
this property," he said, "but that doesn’t
mean that it doesn’t happen."
Hibbert also dispelled the myth that
all turkeys are generally mean and stupid.
The well-known rotten disposition of the
domestic bird is due largely to its extremely crowded and undesirable environment, he said.

The wild bird is slimmer and doesn’t display
the gawdy plumage for which it is famed
Wild turkey population, that is.
Grant Park, a wildlife sanctuary
located in the foothills west of Mount
Hamilton, received about 10 of the immigrant birds three years ago. Since that
time, the turkey population has
"boomed," Coletto said. There are now
about 150 birds making their homes in the
scenic Santa Clara County park.
The wild turkey adopted by the park
looks a bit different than its cousin normally adorning the dinner table.
The wild bird is considerably slimmer
and does not characteristically display the
gawdy plumage for which the
Thanksgiving turkey is famed. The wild
turkey’s diet is also more low-cal, consisting mainly of acorns.
But all turkeys gobble, and Grant
Park’s wild turkeys are no exception. In
fact, if the right trails are taken through
the park, a group of loud birds can make
the place sound like a country farm, ac-

"It’s just like any other animal
community. You can only get so many
birds together in one place before they ari.
going to start to go crazy. There’s a bit
more room for them here."
Although the turkey hunting season is
currently open in California, Grant Park’s
wild turkeys are under strict protection,
Hibbert said. Even so, he said, them have
been numerous instances of poaching, or
illegally shooting, the turkey as well as
other animals in the sanctuary.
But Grant Park’s wild turkey does a
good job, an excellent job, inkeeping itself
unseen and unheard. In fact this reporter
and a photographer spent the better half of
two days on a great wild turkey chase and
heard not a single gobble. Vega said it isn’t
likely you will stumble upon the turkeys;
more often than not, they stumble on to
you.
Maybe they’re
worred about
TThanksgiving after all.

1-17g-sto Riches
Another Day in Paradise
A delightful shop that brings you the best
of the 20’s, 30’s and 40’s, in Art Deco &
Vintage Clothing.
Christmas ’80 discount
20% off with thi.cad

53 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, Ca. 95030
354-5788
Hours: 11:00-8:00

sale
sale
sale
WE SPECIALIZE IN TIFFANY STYLE LAMP
OVER 1,000 LAMPS ON DISPLAY
MANY DIFFERENT STYLES
CLOTH, CANE AND STAIN GLASS SHADES
WE REPAIR LAMPS
UP TO 50% OFF ON SELECTED
ITEMS THRU CHRISTMAS

Lanus lamps
M -F
10-0

SAT
104

SUN
12-5

286-0816
1261 W. SAN CARLOS
(LOCATED NEAR SEARS)
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Holiday Tab Staff

Hints and hopes for the holidays

Libby Lane,
Jo Ann Souza
Laura Larson
Ad Manager
Assist. Ad Mgrs .... Kevin Lucido,
Lisa Astor
Lisa Astor
Mike Clark
Art Director
Kyle Brehm
Photo Editor
Mark Schwab
Chief Photo
Editors

As the semester draws to a close, SJSU students are busily finishing or starting)
term projects and anticipating finals week.
For some, the end of this semester means good-by SJSU. hello world. Others will
contend with getting through with the rest of their education.
For all, the winter break means a chance to visit with family and friends, take a trip,
work to make a few extra dollars or just relax.
This special section is dedicated to those students looking for tips on how to make it
through the rest of the semester.
There are also suggestions for places to shop for Christmas gifts and trees.
For those who can’t wait to hit the slopes, there are some helpful hints for the
beginner to the advanced skier.
If the outdoors doesn’t sound appealing, highlighted are some ways to keep busy and
stay warm inside.
With finals rapidly approaching there are some insights on how to best be prepared
for them and how to deal with the holiday blues.
For those who are kids at heart, the history of Santa Claus is presented.

Editorial Staff Mary Apanasewicz,
Sonia Armstrong, Kim Bergheim,
Catherine Cassidy, Kathleen Dutro,
Hodgin, David Jacob,
Keith
Carolyn Kennedy, Sandra Kleffman,
Michael Konozal, Judy Larson,
Wayne Norton, Anne Papineau,
Jacqueline Rae, Mary Washburn,

To all those who are anxiously awaiting the end of classes, Happy Holidays!

202 OFF PICTURE FRAMES

Michele Waugh, Nancy Young.
Photography Staff .... Eva Allen,
Ciro Buonocore, Tina McBee. Glenn
Matsumura.
Advertising Staff .. Lynette Alexander, Lisa Astor, Cathy Baldacci,
Gayle
Calkins, James Canley,
Dave Detmers, Mitch Fleischman,
Karl Freitag, Christy Hall, Rosi
Hollinbeck, Susan Klaar, Laura
Larson, Kevin Lucido, Catherine
Morris, Marianne Pfeifer, Mike
Pierce, Dorian Richards, Chris
Rose, Don Solomon, Todd
Tankersley, Tracy Vanceil, Jordie
Wells,
John Wilson, Kim Wintermute.

For That Personal Gift:

THE VERY DRY FLORIST
Make your holiday decore
unique with a selection
from our floor designs, or have
one of us especially custom design
one for you. Sign up and learn to
create your own dried and silk flower
arrangements. Be Creative!!

arbt
Genter,30v-i,,
I

,a4g

*WOG

Oen
en, /WO.

100.1

1004 Town & Country Village
San Jose
247-2329
Daily 10-9
Sun. Noon -5

152 OFF ARTIST MATERIALS
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Collect 5.25% on
your checking account
regardless of a minimum
balance.
Each depositor
insured to ;100,000
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* No service charge by
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–:: of $1,000

PACIFIC UNION BANK
800 Oak Grove Avenue
Menlo Perk, CA
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Reading lab offers exam taking tips
Finals a word that strikes fear in the
hearts of many.
Even though the death knell is soon to
be tolled on winter semester ’80, application of some good study habits can
make the thought of approaching finals at
least bearable.
At the SJSU Reading laboratory,
studying and test taking are reduced to an
easily-learned discipline.
According to Shelley Scarich, a
reading lab instructor, -A lot of people are
behind and panic this time of year. They

have to set priorities. They’re kind of
threatened by finals’ importance and the
amount of material in a comprehensive
final."
Scarich uses such resources as an
SJSU Study Skills Workbook to help
panicking students keep academically
afloat. The workbook includes tips on
study motivation, notetaking and test
taking.
"One of the best things you can do is
start studying a week, not a night, before
the test," she said. "You can only con-

photo by Sal Bromberger

Business senior Arthur Romero is one of the many students who tackles his
studies in solitude.
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centrate on one subject so long, so spread
out your study."
Scarich recommended devoting about
one hour to studying a specific subject,
then switching gears from math to
English, for example.
Research has proven that spacing out
study sessions reinforces study material.
"You remember much more," Scarich
said.
"The night before the final, you’re
going to cram," Scarich admitted. But
don’t rely on cramming. Don’t be so
concerned about that first final that you ’
blow all your energy on it," she said.
She recommended making an outline
of all the material covered in the course,
then creating and answering test questions
related to that material.
"An outline helps you learn all the
material well, not just, say, the first half
of a book."
Practicing writing sample answers is
also helpful preparation for an essay exam
when time is budgeted closely.
"Nothing is worse than knowing a lot
of stuff but having not enough time to write
it."
Come test taking time, the first advice
Scarich gives is relax. The next step is to
read directions with care and scan all the
test questions, if it is an essay exam.
Other essay exam advice from the
Reading Lab includes:
Plan your time, allotting each
question a certain length of time
beforehand.
Start with easy questions and make
sure you understand what is being asked.
Outline an answer, including
examples and supporting facts.

Funky 30s & 40s
and
50s Punk Fashion

Ste’uon
Moore
Fashion
Consultant
330 S. 3rd Street, Suite A
at San Carlos
San Jose, Ca,
Mon, Tues. Thurs - 12-7 p.m.
Wed, Fri, Sat - 12-7:30 p.m.

The
Associated
Students
Bicycle
Shop

Upper Level
Student Union
OPEN
10:30-4:30

Our prices will convert you
Winter Special
Complete Tune-up includes

Repack fron and rear hubs
Adjust brakes 84 deraileurs
Check and adjust bottom
bracket & headset
Overall safety check
A n d lubrication

IS THIS HOW YOU WOULD MAKE
AN IMPORTANT DECISION?
Everyday the Associated Students take aim on c, itical student
issues. Without your input, our decisions may not be on target.
We strive for a bullseye every time, but we need your help.
Tell us what you need and how you feel. Get involved.
Come to the A.S. meetings, Wednesdays at 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Council Chambers.
Do we care about you? You bet your A.S. we do.

$12.95
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No jolly St. Nicholas
for Muslim student
by Sonia Armstrong
Staff Willer

Christmas
Gift Items
Complete line of
dancewear for men,
women and children
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VSAN JOSE SAN MATEO
443 Saratoga Ave.
(Oft Highway 280)
296-3424

309 South B Street
344-9283
Mail orders filled - 24 hours

Could You Use
an Extra $50-$80 a Month
this Semester?
There are lots of ways for a student to earn extra money. But most employers require regular hours. And even if your class schedule happens to
fit your employer’s need, mid-terms and finals often don’t. If you’re healthy and reliable, in two to four hours a week, being paid on the spot, you
can earn up to 480 cash a month! Easily ... on a flexible schedule to accommodate you. Become a blood/plasma donor. Once or twice a week,
visit the nearby Hyland Donor Center. Donating plasma is simple and
safe. In fact, the donation process, called "plasma-pheresis," removes
from whole blood the only element It needs -- the plasma. Other whole
blood elements, the red cells, are returned to you. Want to know more?
Need that cash now? Call Hyland Center for an appointment at 2946535. Hyland Donor Center. 35 S. Almaden Ave.. San Jose, CA. 7AM4PM.

It pays to help.. .and your donation will give to others
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As Christmas blows in with the winter
winds, many holiday celebrators will
happily endure weeks of preparation and
hard work to make "01 St. Nicholas"
season a joyous one.
Decorations will drape homes, while
songs will be sung. Eager shoppers will
take department store excursions, buying
presents and little ones will write many
letters to 01’ Santa Claus at the North Pole.
Though this mood will embrace many
people throughout this traditional
Christmas season, others will not be so
deeply involved. Mohammed Visa, an
African Muslim from Lagos, Nigeria, will
enjoy the holidays in a much different
manner.
This is the aeronautic junior’s first
semester at SJSU and also his first experience with the Christmas customs in
this country.
Like most non-Christians, Visa will not
go and buy things related to Christmas.
Even though, at this time of year,
television is flooded with commercials

follow a holy book called the Quran
(Koran) which has religious -oriented
duties that all Muslims follow," Visa said.
Visa contends that "the Koran is the
holy book of the Islamic religion that
contains all of the relevations that God
sent to all mankind through the prophet
Mohammed."
"We look at the Kw an the same way
that Christians look at the Bible," Visa
said.
The chief religious duties laid down by
the Koran are prayer, alms-giving, fasting
and pilgrairunage. "It is from the days
Muslims fast that we have festivals,"
Visa said.
It is during this time of fasting, which
Muslims call Ramadan month, that all
Muslims have a special form of duty to the
Koran. Since the Muslim’s calendar is a
solar one, this fast is practiced at different
times every year.
During the fast, eating, drinking,
smoking, smelling perfumes, bathing and
all other worldly pleasures are forbidden,
Visa said.
"When we fast, our fasting begins

’During the fast, eating, drinking, smoking,
smelling perfumes, bathing ... are forbidden’
advocating Christmas buys.
Visa does not believe it is affecting
him to "go out and buy for the season’s
holiday."
"When I was in Nigeria, watching
television was relatively new compared to
that of the United States. Even though at
this time of year, more buying oriented
commercials are seen, I do not feel
compelled to buy.
"Because most Nigerians look at the
medium as a means of entertainment, they
don’t really give any thought to what they
watch," Visa said. "They do not feel
threatened into buying more during the
holiday month."
"Though I will not have a Christmas
celebration on Christmas day, I do plan to
continue to buy things that I need during
the Christmas season festivals."
Even though Visa will not take part in
American Christian rituals, he says he will
have the Christmas day away from his job
to do as he chooses. "Because it is a
holiday for my employers, I will not work
on Christmas day," Visa said.
"Much of the Islamic religion does not
make up of holidays. This is the reason
why we do not celebrate holidays. We

before sunrise and ends after sunset.
Although we do not eat during the fast, we
may do so after sunset," Yisa said.
The Ramadan month usually lasts 29
or 30 days. After the fasting is over,
Muslims celebrate. Muilims believe
prayer is the "key to paradise" and the
one main thing they do after the Ramadan
month is pray.
"After we pray, we come back and
have festivities which mainly involve
cooking good food and serving friends.
There is not much entertaining," Visa
said. We do not consider this time to listen
to music and dance. It is not a party," he
explained.
The Muslim culture also has festivities
honoring the prophet of Islams birthday.
During this time, much lecturing is recited
to the people on Islam and the life of the
prophets.
"Even though we do not have separate
holidays like that of the American culture,
families do get together to have
celebrations within themselves," Visa
said.
The Muslim culture practices selfrighteousness for everyone and "they also
do not see color in anyone," Visa said.

CLYDE’S LIQUORS
FOR

10 BRANDS
Open Daily
10:00 - 11:00
Fri and Sat
10:00- 12:00

viSA

225-0800
3963 Snell Avenue
Capitol expwy at Snell
Across from
Capitol Drive-In
San Jose

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED

410
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Vietnamese refugees find
happy holiday in America
by Mary Apanasewicz
Stall writer
When a person immigrates to a foreign
country to make a new home, he often has
a difficult time acclimating himself to the
customs of a new land, especially around
the holiday season.
However, most of the Vietnamese
refugees that Rev. Zuan Nguyen Mai
worked with at the Vietnamese Alliance
Church adjust fairly easily to the
Christmas holidays in America.
Mai is a Chrisitian minister from
Vietnam who works with refugees that
come to the San Jose area. Mai has been in

is celebrated around the middle of
February because "our calendar is different," explained Mai.
It is observed for three days instead of
the one festive evening in America. Mai
said it’s hard to keep the traditional
customs of his New Year because it is not
an American holiday and so the people
have to work.
Mai said in Vietnam the preparation
for the New Year begins two months
before the special day. "We save money to
buy children new clothes and candy, and
special breads must be baked called Banh
Tet."

’The family is very important, every year we
go from house to house to share greetings’
the United States since 1975.
"Christmas for Christians in Vietnam,
called Giant Sing, is almost like Christmas
in America," Mai said "We have a tree,
gifts for the children, Christmas cards and
songs. We even have a Santa Claus."
He said the one thing that seems to be
more prominent in the Vietnam culture is
the absence of the extensive commercialism.
"The family is very important," he
said. "We stay very close for holidays."
Although most of Mai’s family is still
in Vietnam, he said he celebrates with the
200 members of his congregation. "Every
year we go from house to house to share
greetings."
While Christmas is special, Mai said
the biggest celebration for the Vietnamese
is the New Year.
The Vietnamese New Year, called Tet,

The Sunday of the New Year holiday is
kept just for the family and all generations
visit the parent’s home.
There are 13 animals, each named for a
year. The year of the monkey was
celebrated for 1980. In 1981 it will be the
year of the tiger.
Mai said there is an old myth that girls
born in the year of the tiger will be difficult
to marry because of their aggressive and
"cat-like" dispositions.
The other important holiday to the
Vietnamese culture is Day Ma. The
members of the family get together one or
two times a year to remember the dead
and honor the new members.
"Women make the food and men go to
the tomb and take away the weeds, clear
grass," Mai said. "The whole family prays
for the dead and introduces new members
of the big family ( through marriage or
birth)"

Greeks swing so kids can play
Six sororities and one fraternity will
stage a 124-hour swinging marathon in an
effort to gain publicity for a charity drive.
The purpose of the annual Sigma Nu
fraternity’s Swing-a-thon is to attract
publicity for the fraternity’s Toys for Tots
drive.
"We are hoping that people will drop
by to watch and drop off a toy at the same
time," according to Dale VonDohren,
Sigma Nu house manager.
The event is planned for Nov. 30
through Dec. 5, he said.
To enable the group to keep the swing
going for the required 124 hours, six
sororities are going to participate as well:

RE DK IN
PERMANENT
SPECIAL

Alpha Phi, Chi Omega, Delta Gamma,
Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa Delta and Delta
Zeta, VonDohren said.
In addition to the Swing-a-thon, the
fraternity is also sponsoring an open party
Dec. 4 to help the cause. Admission price
will be $1 or one toy, VonDohren said.
He added that last year the fraternity
arranged to get a free speech message
broadcast on
concerning the event
Channel 11, and they hoped to do the same
this year.
Sigma Nu has been sponsoring this
event for about 25 years, he said.
The event will begin at noon on Nov. 30
and end at 3 p.m. on Dec. 5.
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FIRST TIME SKIER?

First Time
Beginner Special
ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE:

$ 20
at

MI Day Beginner Oft Ticket
Au

Day Doebie Session Ski

Lesson

AllDay combination Rental Package

KIRKWOOD

If this is your first tone. don’t worry K irk wood has
special beginners’
Is and slopes designed for fast,
fun, easy learning You well be skiing in a short time
with the highly qualifred Teaching Pros in the Kirk
wood sit. school Take ad.antage of this spectal package.
Once you are at Kirkwood, simply purchase thss pack
age at the Ski School Desk in either the Timber Creek
Lodge or Main Lodge in the Village Center
For further information contact
KIRKWOOD SKI SCHOOL
P.O. Boo I, Kirkwood. Calsfornia 91,646
1209) 258 6000 or SNO PHONE 12091 258 3000

KIRKWOOD

PREPARE FOR

MCAT LSAT GMAT
SAT DAT GRE
Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled Instructors
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

$37

GRE BIO GRE PSYCH MAT OCAT

REG. $45

NMB VQE ECFMG FLEX NOB NLE

includes
hair &
style

SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 433-1763

longer
hair slightly
extra

Educational Coder
TEST PI AAAAAA ION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1535

STYLING SALON COIFFURES
821 Town & Country Village
APPOINTMENTS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY

241-S170
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PALO ALTO
(415) 327-0841
DAVIS
(916) 753-4800
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Catch the yule spirit
by Judy Larson
Staff Writer

The words "in the good old days" are
usually met by the younger generation
with panic stricken glances, looking for
any possible escape.
But at Christmas, a touch of the past
can bring relief from a fast-paced modern
life.
Enjoying some old-fashioned
pleasures at Christmas lends warmth to
the holidays.
Cutting your own tree can spruce up
the season. An adventurous romp through
the evergreens finding that perfect tree
can fill a cold Saturday afternoon. Once
the tree is set up indoors, a sniff brings to
mind that crisp winter day when the tree
was first cut.
Strings of cranberries and popcorn
can replace the glare of glass bulbs upon
the Christmas tree. Material bows tied to
the boughs and homemade ornaments
sprinkled on the tree complete the soothing
picture.
While stringing the colorful berries
and popcorn a few extra strands can easily
decorate outside trees and bushes.
Hardy winter birds stopping to snack
can entertain "slow starters" while they
wake up over that first cup of morning
coffee.
With all the visual pleasures of
Christmas, a yule log can provide a perfect
warming scent to the holiday air. Pouring
hot wax over a fragrant log provides a
base for attaching a creative mixture of
holly and pinecones.
If a yule log is not enough to warm the
evening, wassail can give additional
warmth. Baked apples usually adorn this
traditional Christmas drink made with two
different types of rum.

Caroling is a chance for friends to get
together and spread the spirit of Christmas. Even though the tunes may be off
key, after a few songs and a few drinks it
probably won’t seem important.
Besides caroling, the holiday season
also brings the hope of Santa Claus. Old
striped socks hung on the mantel can insure a visit from Santa. Rather than filling
them with purchased gifts exclusively,
they can also be filled with fruits and nuts.
Another way to keep Christmas filled
with the old fashioned spirit is to make
home-baked goodies. These make great
gifts when packaged in baskets or tins.
Above all else remember that
Christmas is enhanced by doing things
with other people. A group can add a
special feeling to almost any activity.

Snuggle up
with a warm
cup of cider
Whether you’re snuggled up with a
friend in front of a toasty fire or hunched
over a textbook underneath a desk lamp, a
mug of hot cider can help put you in the
holiday spirit.
2 quarts apple cider
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
2 sticks cinnamon
1 teaspoon whole cloves
1/8 teaspoon ground ginger
1 orange, sliced in thin
rounds (unpeeled)
-continued on page 10

You don’t have to spend a fortune
to look like a million bucks!
Men’s suits
$125 and up

Women’s wool separates
$31.95- $74.95

Pants, skirts, blazers, sweaters
and accessories.
TM

OF CAL FORNIA
SHOE STORES
C 10fiteS
FACTORY OUTLET

N SILAOWS.TOP NAMES

I 375 The Pruneyard Campbell

eh mc

Oat+
3127 Stevens Creek Blvd. at Winchester
Winchester Plaza Santa Clara

GRAND OPENING!!

CatiOUnd

Ph. 247-2970
Op

OWN 1041. Mon Thum .

SE Ira M.Rmv /2

ROOTS & MORE

500 University Ave.

Palo Alto

371-3187 I
326-0784
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The Frank family, from left. Mary and Christine, and Laurel, front, run the Christmas tree farm.
i

Farm harvest embodies holiday spirit
by Anne Papineau
Staff Writer
Possibly the most enduring symbol of
Christmas is a freshly cut, aromatic tree
trimmed with cherished ornaments, its
base circled with a cluster of gifts.
All that’s needed is some eggnog
sprinked with nutmeg and a few giggly
children and the traditional holiday vision
comes to life.
For the operators of Mountain
Charlie’s Christmas tree farm in Los

It

Gatos, however, the weeks between
Thanksgiving and Christmas represent a
time of hustle and bustle.
We miss all the get-togethers ’cause
we’re going, going, going," Christine
Frank said, who, with her husband Buck,
has run the popular tree farm since 1975.
Located on an historically rich parcel
of land in the Santa Cruz Mountains,
Mountain Charlie Christmas tree farm
attracts industrious tree cutters from San
Francisco to Santa Cruz, and all points in

i

A EA) I
111‘

, \ ,.....:::\

between.
"On Thanksgiving day, we’re busy as
bird-dogs. Somebody throws a turkey in
the oven and somehow we manage to eat,"
Mary Frank explained. Her husband, the
late Leo Frank, started the farm in 1958.
Mary Frank likes to say that Mountain
Charlie’s Christmas tree farm has made
the evolution from a big forest of redwoods
to a little forest of Christmas trees.
-continued on page 11
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Magician’s Accoutrements
for professionals & amateurs
coins cards stage illusions
novelties books crystal balls
masks magic classes
stocking stuffers

Christmas
is
Magic
Reece Jensen, Jr.

magician for all occasions

1.0%
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3rd Anniversary Sale
Just in time for Christmas

Save 10-50%

We feature a large selection of Unicorn and Horse
Gifts. Music Boxes. Silk and Hand Embroidered Imports
from China. Handcut Crystal, Porcelain, Wood Carvings. Game Sets and much more We also feature a
unique card selection
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

ifshr 6hastig (a1limaufrg

Glumac Gift Boutique

147 N. Santa Cruz Ave.. Los Gatos
354-3144

25 N. Santa Cruz Ave., LOS GATOS
354.3446 IN THE GIFT GALLERY
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Winter wonderland enjoyed -- from a distance

Keep a little
cache, make
cut-outs

-continued from page 8
Combine ingredients in a crock pot or
slow cooker. Cover and heat on low for two
to five hours. Serve from the pot. Makes 10
to 12 servings.
When we were kids, cut-out Christmas
cookies were so popular my mom had to
stash some away so we would haves few to
leave out for "Santa" on Christmas Eve.
We’re all old enough now to know who

by Wayne Norton
Staff Wm,
As winter approaches, many SJSU
students are anxiously awaiting the first
snowfall in the Sierra. While hordes of
skiers go to sleep each night with visions of
moguls dancing in their heads, I have
nightmares about being dragged off to the
mountains for a weekend of "fun."
I will never understand why so many
of my friends go to such extraordinary
efforts to shiver through a weekend in
subfreezing temperatures.
The preparations for two days at a
Lake Tahoe ski resort can take weeks to
complete. The first step is usually clearing
the holiday date of other obligations like
school or work.
This often entails last minute cramming or late nights at the library to
prepare for the midterm or finish the
project that is invariably due on the
Monday following the trip.
The next step in the process is a trip to
some crowded shopping center to encounter the frustration and expense of
rental or purchase of over priced and often
ill-fitting ski equipment. This must be
accomplished before one leaves home

because rentals at ski resorts are even
more expensive and ill-fitting.
Finally the big day comes, it’s time to
take the trip. Too many people squeeze
into too small a car and head for a winter
wonderland. The trip takes five hours in
heavy traffic and is usually driven in
weather conditions that would give pause
to even the hardiest of old-west pony express riders.
Once the intrepid travellers have
arrived the real fun begins. Everyone
gathers their gear and trudges toward the
slopes.
As the discerning reader has doubtlessly figured out by now, I hate the snow.
It has two characteristics that make it
particularly hateful - snow is both wet and
cold.
I probably will spend a weekend in
some frigid, windswept condominium this
winter only because I don’t care being
labeled a social leper. But,! can guarantee
that I will not be found outdoors in the
elements.
Instead I will be sitting in front of a
roaring fireplace firmly clutching a hot
buttered rum and intensely reading the
Sport Illustrated bathing suit issue.

Santa really was, but my mom continues
to keep a private cache of these family
favorites.
1 1/2 cups sugar
3/4 lb. shortening
2 eggs
pinch of salt
1 cup milk
2 heaping teaspoons baking powder
6 cups flour

1 teaspoon vanilla
Cream shortening and sugar. Add
beaten eggs, milk and vanilla. Slowly add
dry ingredients. Turn out a portion of the
dough on floured pastry cloth. ( Dough is
easier to work with when refrigerated for a
few hours.) Roll out dough 1/4 inch thick.
Cut out shapes with Christmas cookie
cutters until all dough is used. Bake at 350
degrees for 8 to 10 minutes.

A 118411DIMIA
2 FOR 1
BUY ONE REGULAR BURRITO
GET ONE FREE
WE SERVE:
BEEF BURRITOS
PORK BURRITOS
CHICKEN BURRITOS
REGULAR $1.20 SUPER $2.25
SALAD BAR NO EXTRA CHARGE
PLATTERS $3.00
CHILE RELLENO
ENCHILADAS: BEEF, CHEESE, CHICKEN
TAMALES
ALL PLATTERS INCLUDE RICE Et BEANS
297-0338
457 E. SAN CARLOS
(NEAR KINKO’S)
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Holidays a full-time job
-continued from page 9
The location on Mountain Charlie
Road where the 15-acre Christmas tree
farm stands was once dense oak and
redwood forest. The land was first settled
by Indians, then by Mountain Charlie
himself, Charles McKiernan, in 1850.
A native of Ireland, Mountain Charlie
cleared the native timber stands and attempted to raise sheep there. "Varmits,"
in the form of coyotes, rapidly undermined
Charlie’s sheep-raising venture. Coyotes
still pillage the Frank family’s pet geese
and cats.
Mountain Charlie had a run-in with a
varmit of another sort on May 8, 1854, not
far from the site of the Christmas tree
farm.
According to Santa Cruz mountain
history, Charlie and a companion were
"timber cruising" when they encountered
a mother grizzly and her cubs. The shebear lunged at Charlie, crushing the front
of his skull.
A plate composed of two Mexican
silver dollars was fashioned by the area
physician to plug Charlie’s head wound.
Indians dubbed him "Silver Skull
Charlie," and McKiernan lived 38 more
years.
In 1958, to start their Christmas tree
business, Leo and Mary Frank leased
acreage from Mountain Charlie’s grandson, James McKiernan of San Jose. A
narrow, winding dirt road led to the spot
where the old fruit orchards still stood.
It was 1960 before the Franks were
able to offer mature Christmas trees for
sale. As Mary Frank explains it, much of
their business is made up of repeat
customers.
"People who came here as infants-inarms are back now, married," she said.
Gracing the entrance to Mountain
Charlie’s Christmas tree farm is a rustic

log cabin with a whimsically peaked roof.
The McKiernan family built the structure
in the 1890s, of native redwood. A
caretaker now resides there.
Contrary to common belief, Christmas
tree farming requires year-round work.
At present, approximately 15,000
Christmas trees grow on the 15-acre farm.
To maintain the miniature forest, Buck
and Christine Frank plant 4,000 to 5,000
trees annually.
"We don’t irrigate, so there is a high
mortality rate depending on the natural
rainfall," Mary Frank said. "Deer eat the
tips, and gophers will eat a tree’s whole
root system."
A variety of Christmas tree favorites
grow along Mountain Charlie’s rolling
hills, including Monterey pine, Douglas fir,
Scotch pine and white fir.
On Thanksgiving Day, the farm opens
for business.
"I have a lady who comes every
Thanksgiving to cut six trees for her
store’s windows in Los Gatos," Christine
Frank said.
A stream of cars winds along Mountain Charlie Road, now paved, during
Christmas season. The vehicles are filled
with family members in search of the
ultimate "Tannenbaum."
"People make a day of it, bring a
picnic lunch and everything," Christine
Frank said.
Customers are given a saw with a
nearly six-foot long handle, which also can
be used as a tree height measuring guide.
Mary Frank recommends that people
dress in sturdy outdoor wear to undertake
the highly personal task of Christmas tree
hunting. She said she rather pities when
women arrive wearing high heels to the
hilly farm.
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WE DON’T TAKE
SHORT CUTS WHEN WE MAKE
MID-LENGTH SKIS.
Olin mid-lengths
combine the stability
and carving precision of
full-length skis with the
handling ease of shorter
skis.
All Olin Skis are built
to the same high -quality
standards to deliver
outstanding
performance OLIN SKIS
and
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durability.
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EASELS 20%
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PHOTO FRAMES
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Sled lets disabled enjoy skiing
by Sandy Kleffman
Mall Writer

When Susan Davidson, a former
Amateur competition skier, injured her
spinal cord in a sky diving accident seven
years ago, she thought she would never be
able to ski again.
"I thought if I can’t ski standing up, I
don’t want to ski at all," said the 33-yearold, athletic-looking blonde, who was
confined to wheelchair as a result of her
accident.
But she heard about a special ski sled
designed for disabled persons and decided
to try one out last January in Incline
Village in Lake Tahoe.
She loved it.
"It’s a lot like skiing," she said enthusiastically. "I like the outdoors and the
speed and not being so tied down to gravity
the way lam in my wheelchair."
"It’s a feeling of physical freedom and
mental excitement."
Davidson is director of the Adult Indendence Development Center in Campbell, a non-profit agency which assists
disabled persons in developing skills for
independent living.
She is one of a growing number of
handicapped people who, refusing to let
disabilities stand in their way, have taken
to the ski slopes in recent years.
"I think it takes a whole attitude," she

said, "how much you’re wining to risk and
be part of things."
Larry Young is a 28-year-old Vietnam
veteran who lost a leg in the war. Although
he did not ski before his injury, he has been
skiing for the past eight years and is now

’It’s a lot like skiing,
a feeling of physical
freedom, excitement’
teaching other disabled people how to ski.
"Too many handicapped people look
at what they can’t do instead of what they
can," he said. "The biggest obstacle is
mental."
As director of the Tahoe Handicapped
Ski School, Young has taught amputees,
paraplegics, cerebral palsy and polio
victims, the blind and the deaf.
Just about anybody can learn to ski, he
said. The biggest problem is just getting
people to try it.
"It’s not as difficult as most people
think," he added. "Skiing is one of the best
sports there is for disabled people. The
exertion is not on you. Gravity will pull you
down the hill."
He charges $15 for an hour-and-a -half

RAW, RAW, RAW.

session. The fee includes any adaptive
equipment which is necessary, except
sleds for paraplegics. Rental of the sleds is
an additional $10 a day.
All instruction is on a one-to-one basis.
Instructors have had training in the
special techniques associated with handicapped skiing.
Young recommends interested people
call i 916 587-3911 and make reservations
at least two weeks in advance since there
is a limited amount of equipment and
manppower.
Instruction will probably take place at
Incline Village and Alpine Meadows this
year. He urges his students to consider
skiing during the middle of the week
because the slopes are less crowded then.
The development of special ski
equipment for the disabled in recent years
has opened up the slopes to a number of
people who were previously unable to
enjoy the challenge of skiing.
The sled which Davidson uses is a
fiberglass shell weighing about 20 pounds.
She steers it by shifting her weight.
Instead of two ski poles, she has one
pole with a prong on both ends. The pole is
held in the middle and dipped to the right
and the left,similar to the motion of
paddling a kayak.
The sled has a tow line which is about
20 feet long. It is attached to an instructor
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who skis behind the sled and pulls on the
line if the sled is getting into trouble.
Skiers are strapped in with a seat belt.
There is a roll bar in case the sled turns
over.
"I think people who enjoy the out-ofdoors are going to find ways to do things,"
Davidson said.
The sled fits onto all chairlifts. When it
was Davidson’s turn to get on the chair,
the lift was stopped for about 20 seconds
while her instructor lifted heron
"The instructors are real good,"
Davidson said. "They don’t do anything
for you that you can do yourself."
Young skis with a pair of outriggers,
which are similar to ski poles except that
instead of a prong at the end of the poles,
there is a ski to add balance and take the
place of his missing leg.
Blind people ski with a guide who
keeps them informed of snow conditions
and what is up ahead, Young said.
Teachers trained in sign language
assist with instruction for the deaf.
"Skiing can give you an outlet,"
Young said. "It can give your selfconfidence a boost and can enhance your
self-image.
"It’s like a whole new world opens up
for people. For most people, after one or
two times, the problem is holding them
back" he said.
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Earth Toys employee Randy Hunter looks on as Kurt Tempel and Rosemary
Stone inspect skis to rent.

Expert gives hints
by Holly Allen
Stall Writer

It’s just about time for skiers and potential skiers to start preparing for the ’80-81 ski
season.
Resorts, as usual, are hoping to open as soon as possible.
Whether renting or buying ski equipment there are some hints the prospective skier
should remember.
"I would recommend to the beginner to rent," said Victor Jones, manager of SJSU’s
Earth Toys ski rental shop. "You’re going to progress so fast, you’re probably going to
want a longer ski by the end of the first season."
Jones said he believes beginners should rent to decide what type of ski they like, and
to get an idea of what makes a good brand name.
"There are a lot of good brands out there, and there are a lot of bad ones," Jones
said. "But most of your top brands are pretty competitive."
Earth Toys offers SJSU students the lowest price around, according to Jones. He
said they rent demonstration skis ( the type that knowledgeable skiers would consider
buying) whereas other stores would rent "bottom of the line skis."
To rent skis, boots and poles for a weekend costs $10 and $3.50 for a weekday at
Earth Toys.
Jones offered students specific tips for renting or buying each piece of ski equipment.
Skis
According to Jones, beginning skiers need to find a flexible, shorter-length ski.
-Generally a shorter ski is a lot easier to turn," Jones said. "A stiff ski, which a
racer would use, is harder to get into a turn, but will hold the turn better, especially in icy
situations."
However, Jones said the skiers’ height and weight should be considered when
-continued on page 15
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’Father Christmas’
a collection of legend
by Nancy Young
Staff Writer

Once there really was a St. Nicholas.
Santa Claus and St. Nick are really one
in the same.
The real St. Nick differs greatly from
the red-coated, roly-poly, white-bearded
Santa Claus found in department stores
several weeks before Christmas I which
alwyas confuses children since he is
everywhere at the same time
But how did society come across the
image of the portly, jolly, rosy-cheeked hoho-ho character in a red coat who seems to
know who’s ’naughty and nice?’
Actually, St. Nick was born in Patara,
Turkey in the year 280. A man of religous
character, St. Nick was considered to be a
"pious miracle worker."
A devoted Christian, according to
Martin Ebon, author of "Saint Nicholas,"
St. Nick only wanted to ’please God’ and
devoted his life to accomplishing this task.
He was the Bishop of Myra ( currently
Demre, Turkey), and was said to hold
supernatural powers enabling him to heal
the sick, subside storms and bring the
dead back to life.
St. Nick crossed the Atlantic in the
midst of explorers, soldiers and merchants
seeking fortunes in the New World.

Santa Claus’ relationship with
children may have stemmed froni St.
Nick’s love for the young. He was known as
a jolly friend of children and was admired
by the young and old alike.
St. Nick, according to the legend, was
available for help wherever the need
existed. He was, according to Ebon,
considered to be the most humane of all
the saints.
Christopher Colombus, after his first
voyage, named a port after St. Nicholas.
Santa Claus ( or St. Nick), is
characterized by all the wonderful things
found in life. These characteristics are
summed -up in a poem written in 1822 by
Dr. Clement Clark Moore, a Professor of
Divinity at a New York Theological
Seminary.
The poem, known by many titles, is
recognized here as "Twas the Night
Before Christmas."
Santa Claus, as we know him today,
may be the accumulation of Nordic
folklore and European customs and
traditions.
Whatever image peole have about the
twinkle-eyed gentleman, Santa Claus
symbolized goodness and kindness, peace
and good will.

How to pick ski gear
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Don’t miss the new fall season
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roles
Jones recommended that skiers make sure they have a durable pole. "Poles, if you
get good ones, should last a long time." However, Jones advised that not much money be
invested in poles.
According to Jones, the difference between a good pole and a bad pole is how thick
the aluminum material is. He recommended that skiers bends pole and make sure it is
not too flexible, although it should bend a little.
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-continued from page 14
choosing a ski.
"You wouldn’t want to put a heavy person on a 150 ( centimeters) ski, even if he was a
beginner," Jones said.
Jones said, with the ski standing upright, the tip should be no higher than his head.
Boots
As with skis, Jones recommended that skiers rent a few different brands to see what
they like. He referred to "Nordica’s" as the standard boot because "they’re known for
comfort."
Jones warned skiers not to be fooled by the way the boot fits the first time they try it
on. He said that the first time is probably the tightest it will be. After skiing, the boot
tends to loosen up, he said.
When trying on boots, Jones said to make sure everything is aligned and the tongue is
straight. After buckling the boots, flex the knees forward, to "set the heel." This will put
the heel in the proper position to tell how much toe room there is, then any needed adjustments can be make.
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open up a new gastronomical course for
many 1980 taste buds.
The upper crust, in Dicken’s day,
could afford to set such delacicies like
stuffed mushrooms and Yorkshire pudding
upon the Christmas dinner table.
One of the most popular dishes at the
fair is John and Lois Solomon’s French
onion soup, which has become a tradition
through the years.
-continued on page 20
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corner of

San Jose

Each Saturday and Sunday, through
Dec. 28, ( including Friday Nov. 28), the
best loved Dickens creations
David
Copperfield, Oliver Twist, Samuel Pickwick and many less loved villians such as
Uriah Heep and Bill Sykes will engage
visitors into the fantasy.
The fair is produced by the group who
also brings the Renaissance Pleasure Fair
to Northern California during August and
September.
Besides the actors and sellers creating
the Dickensian atmosphere with full
Victorian dress, visitors are encouraged to
wear their own imaginative costumes to
enhance the Dicken’s mood.
The finest top-hats and tail coats can
represent the elite London hierarchy,
while ragged knickers and the dirty faces
of chimney sweeps, and penniless pickpockets contrast the Victorian classes that
Dickens wrote about so vividly.
By daylight the Victoria and Albert
Music Hall will feature lively performances from th Brass Band, while prim
and proper Victorian standards are
exhibited.
In the evening more adult shows will
take the stage.
A Parisian import of spicy Can-Can
and "The Shameless Adventures of
Colonel Worthington" reveal some
"scandalous" entertainment, according to
the fair’s sponsors.
Animated good cheer, juggling acts, a
comic lecture on grand opera and
educational entertainment will be performed at the Pennygaff Theatre.

Floral Artists
Decorators
Designers

2nd & San Fernando

Ebenezer Scrooge may be a flinthearted old miser, but he has represented
the Christmas season since the age of
Queen Victoria.
His mistreatment of Bob Cratchet, and
disregard for the Christmas spirit, and
then his journey through the past, present,
future and eventual reformation, symbolize the hopeful power of the holidays.
The characters and tales of Charles
Dickens are symbolic of the gaiety and
also the loneliness of the changing spirit
that is heightened at Christmas.

A Punch and Judy show will amuse the
children.
The Dickens Fair is a benefit for the
Living History Center in cooperation
with the Fort Mason Foundation. More
than 35,000 adults and children participate
in the Living History Center’s educational
activities throughout California, explained
Jinx Hone, of the Jack Wodell and
Associates agency in San Francisco.
Victorian specialties for the palate,
such as "visions of sugarplums," may

The streets of old London, with its
winding cobblestone, surrounded by
quaint shops and rolicking ale houses, will
be re-created at San Francisco’s Fort
Mason Center during the 10th Annual
Great Dickens Christmas Fair.
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Christmas accentuates Holiday Coupon Specials
TV Service Calls
$50.00 Discount
lonely, empty feelings
by Anne Papineau
Staff Writrr

Check any television commercial,
magazine ad or store window; the holidays
represent a time of happiness, spiked with
family reunions and gift giving.
But, for some persons, this seasonal
media blitz does not echo reality.
"It’s a real shock to the system," Dr.
Mark Antonucci, a clinical psychologist
said. "Holidays depress some people.
They see people singing carols and giving
gifts, and it’s a very, very sharp contrast
to what they feel if they’re not in the
mood."
"Many people anticipate the holidays
with dread, either vague or specific,"
explained Dr. David Newman of the
SJSU counseling service. "Students can
have a combined dread of being worried
about finals and going home for Christmas."

munity: mental health services, individual
therapists or ministers."
Antonucci also serves as program
director of the Suicide and Crisis Service
of Santa Clara County, which maintains a
24-hour volunteer-staffed hotline. The
hotline number is 279-3312.
Regarding the stress associated with
finals taking, Dr. Newman recommended
that students work to minimize, not
eliminate stress.
"There are people that can go through
school and depend upon anxiety to get
them to study," he said.
Newman suggested devising a study
schedule to avoid serious, crippling stress.
"Just trying to keep up with 12 to 16
units is very demanding. It may be easier
to get an A than 20 years ago, but graduate
schools still take the top five percent of
students. Grade inflation is higher," he
said.

Rent a TV
as low as
$7.00
per week

As a result, the counselor said, more
pressure is placed on students today than
20 years ago.
"There’s more competition. Many
students get a sense of being overwhelmed," he said.
While Newman sees few students in
the first few weeks of school, by mid October his schedule becomes crowded
with student counseling appointments.
While Newman sees few students in
the first few weeks of school, by midOctober his schedule becomes crowded
with student counseling appointments.
During finals week, no appointments
are made. Newman is simply on call to see
students as they drop in for counseling.
"If a student’s expectations are high,
so is stress. The anxiety one feels in
preparing for a final is a natural feeling,
it’s probably healthy. But students can
become very anxious and experience
stress to the point where it becomes a
liability," Newman said.
In response to chronic stress, many
students display a variety of physical
symptoms, including head, neck and back
aches, upset stomach and sleeplessness.

$25.00 Discount
on any color
portable
M111111111111M

All coupons valid through Jan. 31, 1981

Willow Glen
TV

’Students can have a combined dread of ...
finals and going home for Christmas’
As a result, what should be the happiest season of the year, frequently turns
sour, the counselor said.
Antonucci also recognizes the
depression that is unique to the holidays.
"There is a fairly strong implied
message that it’s a time of joy, gaiety,
giving," he said. "There’s a lot of
economic pressure to buy gifts."
Antonucci outlined a battle plan for
use by persons suffering holiday melancholy.
"There’s always a lot of people
around. You can set up a holiday dinner or
potluck. It’s not very difficult to make a
turkey," he said.
He advised students without families
or strong family ties to "take care of
themselves," and not leave to chance
receiving a desired holiday gift.
"Don’t leave it up to somebody else to
take care of you. Buy that new jacket or
shirt, wrap it up and give it to yourself,"
the psychologist said.
"Rather than hang around, try to go
someplace. Spend a couple of days at the
beach in Santa Cruz," he suggested.
Christmas can accentuate a sense of
emptiness, especially for persons who lost
a loved one that year.
Antonucci
recommended,
"Recognize what the problem is, what
makes you unhappy. Talk it out with your
friends. Use other resources in the com-
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SJSU student eyes a Mexican vacation.

Spice up the holiday
in the warm weather
J south of the border

For more info write to Black Pearl Enterprises
P.O. Box 2154, San Jose, Ca. 95109
or Call Evenings at 298-2978

by Michelle Waugh
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A trip to Mexico could be a terrific
choice for a vacation during the winter
break. Planning starts by picking the form
of travel. The methods of traveling south
of the border range from fancy and expensive to cheap and far-out.
Fly
Probably the fastest way to travel to
Mexico is by jet. Flights leave everyday
from San Francisco and Oakalnd airports.
A person who wants to fly to Mexico
has two options. The first is to just buy a
ticket and fly down. The problem with this
method is hotel space might not be
available.
The second way is to fly down on a tour
package. With the help of travel agencies

and the airlines, a person can arrange a
visit to Mexico for as little as $250 to as
much as $1,200.
These packages can be set up in two
different frameworks. One way is to have
tourist sights pre-selected. The other is to
have some sight-seeing set up but also
have free time for personal side-trips.
Included in these packages is a roundtrip airline ticket, reserved hotel rooms,
transportation between sights and other
features.
These packages can be set up for a
minimum of three days to a maximum of
15 days or anywhere in between. The best
time to go to Mexico is right after the first
of the year.
-continued on page 19
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To crlebrate our opening. lk tot, mania is giving away the top
ten bestsellers. fiction, and the lop ten nestsellers, non fiction.
In hardback! T.. enter. fill out this coupon and bring it to Binkmariiii
No purchase necessary to win Complete details if contest in
bilk stores.
Name
Address
City ’State ’Zip
Telephone

Surf Writer

Gte..mt-

We slash 35% iift the list price of a top bestseller
14 the week. Every day, every single bimik in the store
Is discounted up to 80%. At Iiiii ik mania, you get better
prices than book club pricesand you don’t have to buy a lot
l’. So. 1.11 t r ger. V. o
if books y011 don’t want.

Boolunania Opening Giveaway!
Win 20 hardback bestsellers.

’dv

i
I

Create your own custom T-shirt.
Over 1,000 transfers to choose from.
Makes a great holiday gift!
230 El Paseo de Saratoga, San Jose

CALL 374-7530
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Mexican travel options
-continued from page 18
The traveler, alone, selects the places
to go and which hotels to stay in. The
package must be paid off within 30 days.
Cruise
Pacific Princess, made popular by the
television series the Love Boat, offers a 14day round trip cruise to Acapulco from Los
Angeles.
During the cruise through the Mexican
Riviera, stops are made at Puerto
Vallarta, Mazatlan, Cabo San Lucas,
Mazanilla and, of course, Acapulco.
The price of the cruise depends on the
time of year a person travels and what
type of room is occupied. All meals and
entertainment are included in this one
price.
The most expensive and plush rooms
on the ship are the deluxe suites. These
living quarters include two beds, a
separate sitting room, bath, shower and
refrigerator.
Comparatively, the least expensive
rooms have very little. These rooms have
two twin beds and a shower. Prices for the

THE
1CM
SOLLITIOQ

The round trip fare from San Jose to
San Diego is about $113 per person, not
including bus and Mexican train fares.
Bus
Getting to Mexico on a Greyhoud bus
will take about two days. Buses from San
Jose go into Tijuana. From there.
Greyhound will arrange for a connection
onto the Mexican bus line to Mazatlan,
Acapulco and other popular tourist spots.
The round trip price to Mexico City is
about $165 per person.
Driving
Purchasing a good road map is one of
the main preparations for those who drive
to Mexico.
The Mexican Tourist Office in San
Francisco can suggest sightseeing, eating
and resting spots to try.

California
State Automobile
Association members can get free maps
suggestions
by calling the
and route
touring department of any CSAA office.
Bicycling
Getting to Mexico by bicycle is an
adventurous trip that takes at least two
weeks, depending on how many miles
traveled per day.
Though it’s possible for even an
average cyclist to bike to Mexico.
preparation for the trip should begin about
a month in advance.
The type of bicycle chosen is important. Bike shops recommend purchasing a bicycle-camping bike. The cost
is about $400 to $500. This type of bicycle
has stronger wheels, tires, gears and other
parts and can hold more weight than the
average lightweight 10-speed bike.
Building up leg muscles and getting
familiar with the bike is also essential.
The most popular bike route to Mexico
is coastal Highway 1. Cal Trans publishes
a book on this route that maps out the area
and shows points of interest. Gradients,
and road conditions. The Bicentennial
Bicycling Book costs $1 plus tax and canbe
purchased by writing to Cal Trans.

WATSON: Holmes, Christmas gift buying is a
mystery to me.
tiOLMES: Well. Watson. certainly you must have
some leads in this case. Here. Ill light your pipe.
WATSON: Thanks. Let me due you in. First I
need a present that is the finest of its kind.
HOLMES< Yes.
WATSON: The second clue is that it must be
something hand -made, something that will last
HOLMES: I see,
WATSON: And the third clue is that it must give
the user a soothing pleasurable experience.
HOLME& Egad Watson! The answer Is in your
hand. Lets go to Andres Pipe Gallery and watch
Jimmy Andre make you a Christmas present
WATSON: Of course, Andre’s! Thats the one-ofa -kind pirie workshoppe In historic Old Town.
110LME& Precisely, Watson. You’ll liRcl more
pipes at Andres than anywhere else in the Bay
Area.
WATSON: Brilliant Holmes, Why didn’t I see the
light?
110tMES: Elementary, my dear Watson. You
didn t match the dues!’

corsages
flowers by wire
plants
delivery service
arrangements

at the

MANY
SAVINGS
and
DESIGNS
to choose
from

Santa Clara St. at

292-0462

stg,V)

L

10th

50 University Ave.
Old Town Los Gatos
354 1788

COFFEE
MUG
TREE
A

Sparlmn

Bakmas Flower Shop
438 1

PIPES
REPAIRS OM PREMISES
INALR-IM HUMIDOR
QUALITY TOISACCOS
PRIVATE BLENDS
CIGARS
DARTS
GMT ITEMS

Get Mugged
fort) % less

All prices quoted are subject to
change.

IT WITH FLOWERS
iSAY--the perfect gift--

until Dec 15. 1980

AQDRES,

a bus the next day into Tijuana. There is an
additional transfer to another bus to get to
the Mexican railway in Mexicali which
goes into Mexico City and other popular
areas.

If a cruise to sandy beaches and sunshine
is in your vacation future, read on.
deluxe suites range from $3,600 to $4,200
while the price of the other rooms range
from $2,000 to $2,700.
Club Med
If fresh air, sandy beaches, clean
water and warm weather sounds appealing, then Club Med is ideal.
Club Med offers trips to a village
called Playa Blanca, located on the Pacific
coast of Mexico. It is nestled in the
mountains and is a perfect getaway for
students.
Club Med offers trips of one or two
weeks. One price includes transportation
from the airport, lodging, food and
planned activities. A one-week stay at
Playa Blanca ranges from $700 to $900,
while a two-week trip ranges from $1,200 to
$1,600.
Rooms in the village are like small
houses. Each has a screened porch, air
conditioning, twin beds and a bath.
Along with the lodging, there are also
sport activities. Sailing, scuba diving,
tennis, volleyball and swimming are offered free.
Train
Amtrak provides a package trip to
Mexico which takes about two-and-a-half
to three days.
From San Jose the train travels to Los
Angeles. There a person can transfer to a
train to San Diego, stay overnight and take

r 10% off everything with this coupongood

NOV. 24 - DEC. 5

1300100te
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X-mas books add cheer
GIVE A GIFT

by Jackie Rae
Staff Writer

1

TO 1ENDURE
QC056S
$5950

Which Pulsar Quartz
slim dress watch is right
for you?
Any Pulsar Quartz watch you select
Is right. Each and every one is
beautiful They all give near-perfect
timekeeping accuracy and the battery
lasts for two years Some offer sweep
second hands, bilingual day/date
calendars and more See the entire
collection to make your selection of
bracelet or strap models All at
prices as slim as the styling
Always a beat beyond
In technology
In value

"Side Effects"
by Woody Allen; $8.95
Woody Allen’s third book is prime fare for
a cold winter night, or to brighten a
friend’s Christmas spirit.
MAKE IT A

A Brilliant Christmas!
here .s noltung Illge karat gold ’cumin, to light up theu
Nassor Chnstmas Choose From our rnagruhcoll seta:non
all once ranges 1T0111 the modest to the l0v1s5
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,PING AWF,R5

designers of unique str,
fine qualityrieweiry
EMITDIA IWON
s
SQUARE 1(-"‘Da
11&
CENTER

419

ice

809 town 8 Country Village San lose

"Still Lift- With Woodpecker"
by Tom Robbins; 86.95
Experimental satire has always been
Robbins’ forte. His previous works, "Even
Cowgirls Get the Blues" and "Another
Roadside Attraction," both walked a thin
line between the outrageous and the
ridiculous.
"Still Life With Woodpecker" takes his
love of the bizarre one step further.
Robbins fans should enjoy the fantastical
characters and irreverent plot of this
latest effort.

Town Is Country Village. S.J. 241.3499
dour, Mon Sat 10 5 30 rhurs Ill"

.?/

A collection of 16 short works, the book
parodies existential authors, literary
criticism, bestsellers and Socratic
dialogue. It also includes a few of Allen’s
own short stories some funny and some
serious.
"The Power of Light"
by Isaac Bashevis Singer; $10.95
This novel highlights each of the eight
days of Hanukkah by one of the world’s
most gifted story-tellers. A collection of
children’s tales, Singer writes of his
boyhood in Poland ("A Hanukkah Evening
in My Parent’s House".
"The Squire" tells of an impoverished
family miraculously rescued
from
starvation by a wealthy spendthrift.

Journey to past

Antique &
Collectable Dolls
Imported &
Handmade Dolls
Puppets &
Teddybears

-continued from page 16
Even the less privileged characters
managed to swipe some tasty roasted
chestnuts, Scotch Eggs or beef and onion
pie.
At the fair’s entrance, children are
given a ride on an elephant. The animal
demonstrates special talents: it rollerskates.
Victorian-inspired crafts will be on
sale. They include fine jewelry, Dickens
figurines, ceramic and glass pieces, handbound books, art prints and carved ivory.
Fair admission is $7.25 for adults, $5.75
for children and $4.50 for senior citizens.
Call ( 415) 434-4623 for group sales information.
The fair begins at 10 a.m. and closes at
10 p.m. on Saturdays, 7 p.m. on Sundays.
The special Friday engagement is open
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

"The Power of Light" describes how
two Jewish children gain the spirit and
strength to escape to Israel from a Warsaw Ghetto during World War II.
An excellent gift, Singer’s stories are
beautifully illustrated by Irene Lieblich.
"Fanny"
by Erica Jong; $12.95
A bawdy portrait of an 18th century
heroine, Jong breathes vibrant sexuality
and a feminist consciousness into her
philosophical main character.
From the momentus night that 17year-old Fanny is introduced to sex, to her
life in a London brothel, to her colorful
adventures as a private, "Fanny" is wellwritten, rowdy entertainment.

Yule drinks
add spirit
by Keith Hodgin
Journalism Studeid

Frozen daiquiris and pine coladas will
have to sit it out until next summer while
people make their holiday toasts with
drinks that will warm them up inside.
Cordials are building a place on the
market shelves with their great
palatability and blendability.
Some cordial flavors are peppermint,
chocolate, licorice, banana, coconut,
cherry and almond.
Here are some
popular holiday
drinks:
Kahlua. A liqueur from Mexico,
Kahlua has a delightfully rich flavor and
aroma of choice coffees.
Keoke. Mix 1 oz. brandy with 1 oz.
Creme de Cacao. Top with whipped cream.
Dutch Coffee. Mix coffee with 1 1/2
ozs. Vandermint (chocolate-mint) and top
with whipped cream.
Jamaican Coffee. Add 1 oz. Tia Maria
and 1 oz. Rum to hot coffee. For a special
touch, first moisten coffee cup rim with
lemon juice and dip rim in sugar.
Eggnogs:
Baltimore Eggnog. Mix 1 qt. prepared
eggnog with 5 ozs. brandy, 5 ozs. Jamacian
rum and 5 ozs. Madeira Wine.
Christmas Yule Eggnog. Add 12 ozs.
whiskey, 1 1/2 ozs. rum to 1 qt. prepared
eggnog.
Imperial Eggnog. Mix 10 ozs. brandy
and 2 ozs, apricot flavored brandy with 1
qt. prepared eggnog.

Flower World

ft/taro/lett:
voir.%ge & )-fosyttar

10% Off With Ad
Floral arrangement
for all occassions:
Weddings, Birthdays,
Gifts, Formals
Make that Christmas
gift a special one from

Christmas Hours:
M-F 10-9
SAT 10-6
SUN 12-5
110 El Paseo de Saratoga
San Jose, CA 95130
(408) 866-8881

FLOWER WORLD

630 Town & Country Village
116

984-2966
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DODGE RIDGE DOLLARS

,iegetSb.
.
DODGE RIDGE DOLLARS
"SKI YOUR CLOSEST SNOW TO HOME" AND SAVE $2.00
JUST BRING THIS AD TO THE DODGE RIDGE TICKET
OFFICE ANY MIDWEEK/NON-HOLIDAY DAY DURING THE
1980-1981 SKI SEASON AND
SKI ALL DAY
FOR ONLY $

DODGE RIDGE SKI AREA
P.O. BOX 1188. Pinecrest Co. 95364
(209) 965-3174

goo
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(Moto by Glenn Marsumura

Santa knows who is naughty and nice.

Santa airs job woes,
says has itchy beard
by Kim Bergheim
cimNumer editor
No child would suspect that behind the long full white beard, chalked on eyebrows.
round belly and deep pitched ho-ho-ho’s is a clean shaven, brown haired, medium built
21 -year-old Jody Plafker.
"Being Santa Claus is a kick," he said.
"Once I get the suit on, I get into playing Santa. I always remain in context which at
times can be hard like when there’s a crying kid and I want to tell him to knock it off, but
can’t because Santa would never say anything like that. I could never destroy a kid’s
image of Santa."
Plafker said he found out about the job from an ad at De Anza College.
"At first I thought the job was a joke and was skeptical, but then I thought about it
and decided it might be fun to play Santa and applied for the job." he said.
Plafker will play Santa for a third year at Valley Fair Shopping Center in San Jose.
He said he gets every kind of imaginable request from the kids.
"I’ve had kids say. "Santa, my parents just got divorced. Can you bring them back
together?" or once I had someone say, "My dad died six months ago. Santa, can you
bring him back?"
I’ve also had elderly people appraoch me and say, "Santa, my grandchildren live on
the East Coast. Can you bring them to me for Christmas?"
Rob Andris, 18, will play Santa Claus for a second year at Westgate Shopping Center
in Campbell.
"Being Santa is fun, but it can get draining listening to children for eight hours
a day," he said.
Sometimes the kids’ requests do perk you up, though. For example, I had a real
sweet five-year-old girl ask me for a shotgun. She explained she wanted to go pheasant
hunting with her father."
"Playing Santa Claus is a lot of fun and I really don’t have any complaints except for
an occassional itchy beard."

Join the search for gifts
that are fun, inexpensive
by Carolyn Kennedy
Jourrollem Studeot

Attention holiday shoppers Here is a
list of establishments for those who enjoy
the search for unusual and reasonablypriced gifts.
Antique Shops
Green Gables Antiques, 498 S. 2nd St.,
San Jose
The treasures in this shop include
loads of clothing from the ’40s and ’50s,
costume jewelry, fancy old china buy a
set for one or two, small china animals,
handmade doilies, cigar boxes, orange
crates, old goblets and hats.

Hoosier Cabinet, 897 Lincoln Ave., San
Jose
This store carries many possibilities
for collections, including cookie cutters,
old post cards, jeweled hat pins, skeleton
keys and egg beaters. Old Mason jars can
hold pencils, flowers or buttons. They also
have old china, mixing bowls and containers that once held cocoa, lard or
tobacco that make great plant containers.
Andquarium, 120 W. Main St., Los
Gatos
This store bills itself as carrying
"almost antiques." "We carry things from
25 cents and up," the owner said.
-continued on page 23
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Ski fitness program helps skiers
by Libby Lane
Staff Writer

"Walk on the outside of your feet, walk
on the inside of your feet, now grab your

ankles and walk," ski fitness instructor
Barry Whitall said.
It looks pretty silly but for the 40 men
and women who attend the YMCA’s sit.
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Ski enthusiasts prepare for the slopes in strange and useful ways.

[’San Blab
$5.00 OFF
Any purchase $15 or more
with coupon. 11/25-12/6

ore

fitness program, the end justifies the
means.
All these people have one thing in
common: to be more limber, more agile
and stronger when they hit the slopes this
winter.
This seven-week course offers two and
one-half hours a week of intense ski
preparation work-outs at the central
YMCA, 1717 the Alameda.
When Whitall was asked whether after
this class the students will hurt the first
time they go skiing, he said with a smile,
"of course not."
Louise Bosin, associate physical
education director at the YMCA, qualified
this statement somewhat,"They should’t
hurt as much, they’ll be able to ski longer
and have more energy when they’re
done."
That is just what Beverly Land had in
mind when she signed up for the class.
She started skiing two years ago, late
in life, when her two daughters who live in
the Lake Tahoe area said, "C’mon
Momma, let’s go." They bought her skis
for Christmas but she discovered, "I
couldn’t handle it, I got too tired."
She plans on completing the current
ski fitness session and enrolling in the next
one to help increase her "stamina and
breathing."
With her new confidence and strength
she said she hopes to ski 10 to 12 times this
year. "For all it’s worth, life isn’t ending
at 50, it’s just beginning," she said.
Joan Baker came to the class to "get
in shape for skiing." But she didn’t come
alone, she brought her husband and teenage daughter.

Bosin, who will graduate from SJSU
with a physical education degree in spring
1981, said each class session is divided into
four parts.
First they warm up with stretching
and flexing exercises for 20 minutes.
Then come the exercises to build up
the cardio-vascular system. They include
jumping jacks, sit-ups and jogging around
the gymnasium. The tape deck is playing
"You give me fever" and by now the
students are all heated up.
The third stage was non-descriptively
called muscle strengthening. It was, in
fact, 40 hyped up people running crazily
through a seven -station par course.
While one group was jumping off a
spring board on to a wrestling mat,
another group was hula-hooping. Still
others were hopscotching through an
agility course and some walking a balance
beam.
Bosin helpfully explained the purposes
of some of the activities.
Jumping off the spring board, Bosin
said, helps them practice shoulder rolls
which minimizes the chances of injury.
It also teaches them to land with their skis
lodged horizontally against the hill to
prevent uncontrollable tumbles down the
face of the mountain.
Using hula hoops, she added, is
designed to simulate the desired
movement separation between the upper
and lower torso.
The last ski fitness session of the
season begins Jan. 6. The class is open to
non-YMCA members for $.30. For more
information contact the YMCA at 298-1717.

DAZZLE ’em this
Holiday Season

Going to a

NATURAL HAIRCUT TING

PLEDGE DANCE?

-

LOOKS GREAT ...
FEELS GREAT

$5.00 Off
On
Formal Gowns
And

$5.00 OFF
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HAIR DESIGN
Call for an appointment
today
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These gifts won’t dent wallets

proudly presents

-continued from page 21
Some of the things that can be found here are campaign buttons, antique toys, convention medals, old jewelry, old glasses, pots
and pans, padlocks, a Roy Rogers sheriff badge and Coke
memorabilia - such as keychains and thimbles. Hats, shoes and
shot glasses are also available.
Handmade Goods
Appalachia Shop, 340 Village Lane, Los Gatos
Everything in this charming shop is made by craftspeople from
Appalachia. There is a collection of folk toys and games suitable for
adults and kids. Many of the toys are tricks or puzzles. The owner,
EWendy, will demonstrate toys such as the sky hook, the donothing machine, whimmy diddles and the fish hook.
Other gift ideas are hand-carved wooden spoons, woven wreath
ornaments, cornhusk dolls, pine walking sticks, rag dolls, hand dipped chadles, salt glaze jugs, quilted pillows and even hand carved toothpicks and golf tees.
Fancy Folk, 12241 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road, Saratoga
Everything in this store is made by local craftspeople. They
have pottery and porcelain animals from teddy bears to wild earth
creatures. Pottery, jewelry, photographs, lamps, stained glass,
vegetables made from porcelain, bear tooth gumholders and
rootbeer teddy bear lollipops plus other items fill the shelves.
Sun Gallery, Valleo Village, 19887 N. Wolfe Road, Cupertino.
This cooperative artists’ gallery offers pottery, paintings,
weaving, photographs and jewelry.
The Jewler’s House, 103$ Lincoln Avenue, San Jose.
This small shop carries handmade gold and silver jewelry,
some pottery and stained glass.
Miniature Shops
Doll Houses and Miniatures, 110 Brace Avenue, San Jose.
For a small amount of money you can buy a Christmas
tree abour six inches high and then decorate with tiny ornaments
using glue. The the store has kits make furniture, dollhouses and
many household items on a_ tiny scale.
The Granary, Vallco Village, 10871 N. Wolfe Road, Cupertino.
This shop is mainly a fabric and quilt shop and has many kits
and patterns for sew-it-yourself ornaments, decorations and wall

hangings. They do have about 800 miniatures which can be made
into tiny scenes ir wall decorations.

The Bay Area’s Only

Gift Fairs
Stanford Christmas Faire, Stanford campus, Dec, 5, 6 and 7; 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Admissicn is free to this very popular and elegant affair. Over
600 artists hive been screened for the 80 booths which will be selling
"purses, jewels, furs and foibles."

TOWER OF POWER

Thrift Store
Happy Dragon Thrift Store, 245W. Main St., Los Gatos.
Who knows what you may fine in a thrift store? If you’re a
scavenger at heart, this is a good place to go.

for
A Thanksgiving Party
Thursday
November 27
and
Friday
November 28

Candy
Schurra’s Candy Factory, 848 The Alameda, San Jose.
Schurra’s is an old-fashioned candy store specializing in hand
dipped and chocolate molded candy. Choose from pigs, elephants,
cowboys, Model T’s, teddy bears, jogging shoes, tennis rackets,
soccer players, frogs, turtles and airplanes - all made from
chocolate. You can also buy bulk chocolate for making your own
hand-dipped chocolate-covered peanuts and raisins.

Advance Tickets
$1.00 Off

Christmas Decorations
Daisy Patch, 1115 Minnesota, San Jose.
This small house is filled with all types of decorations from
fabric ice cream cones to animal cracker box ornaments for the
tree. Dried flower arrangements, brass candlestick holders, imported ornaments, baskets, tooth fairy pillows, large dolls are also
available. For do-it-yourselfers, there are baskets, ribbons, dried
flowers, decorative boxes and Santa stickers sold by the yard.

Doors Open
at 9:00 p.m.
Cocktails
17 & Over Welcome

Zoo
San Francisco Zoo Adopt-An-Animal Program.
You can give the gift of parenthood to an animal lover. Fifteen
dollars can adopt a llama, ferret, drill baboon, tobacco horn worm,
termite, kissing cockroach plus many other. The prices go up for
larger animals. For a brochure explaining the program, write S.F.
Zoo, Stoat Blvd., at Pacific Ocean, San Francisco, CA 94132.

47 Notre Dame Avenue
Downtown San Jose
279-3387
rrrrmflv

SKI BOOT CLEARANCE

KINKO’S

IORDICA

Instant
Passport Photos
3 MINUTE SERVICE
Professional Color
and Black & White
Quick Portraits
and Visas
Color $6.95
Black & White $5.95

Live on Stage

1979-1980
SALE PRICE

Men’s Convention
Cyclone
Hurricane
Force
Cosmos
Mistral
Ladies Competition
Schirocco .
Zephyr
Nova
Aris
Venus .

WINES

NO WAITING
NO APPOINTMENTS

011

Also Copies at 3 1/2c
2,44-

overnight - no minimum
XEROX 9400 8. KODAK COPIES
We Also Have
THESIS AND RESUME COPYING
GOLD STAMPING VELO-BINDING
SPIRAL BINDING
CHESHIRE BINDING
CASSETTE DUPLICATING
RUBBER STAMPS GREETING CARDS
123 S. Third Street
295-4336
OR
481 E. San Carlos Street
295-5511

Turgeon & Lohr Winery
Tasting & Tours 10-5
1000 Lenzen Avenue
San Jose
288-3037
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199 99
159.99
159.99
149.99
119.99
79.99
199.99
169 99
149.99
119.99
74.99
59 99

1980-1981
COMPARABLE
MODEL
255 00
None
200.00
180.00
135.00
None
255.00
200.00
180.00
140.00
100.00
None

J’yp1/4

275.00
189.99
Men’s Slalom
255 00
189.99
Stiletto
235.00
Citation I
169.99
200.00
Citation R
159.99
160 00
119.99
Avanti
185 00
Ladies Viva
149.99
150.00
Espirit
109.99
All Boots 1979-1980 are Limited to Sires Available.

elm
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800 S. BASCOM AVE. MA/
SAN JOSE, CA
287-5363 293-3068
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EVERYTHING IN THE WORLD
OF ENTERTAINMENT
ON GitICAbLE TV
Star-studded entertainment from the screen
to the sports arenas is yours on Gillcable
TV! See blockbuster movies every night
of the week, uncut and commercial
free on the G -CHANNEL. And the
movies you asked to see again are yours
for the watching on the CLASSIC MOVIE
CHANNEL. Plus 18 hours of earth-shaking
sports programming 7 days a week on THE SPORTS
CHANNEL and 21 additional channels ranging
from Sacramento to Monterey! And 30 optional
stereophonic stations in 3-G SOUNDAROUND!

Daily to
turkey

Volume 75, Numt

Chi

AND NOW..
MORE MOVIES, MORE
SPORTS, MORE SPECIALS

by Holly Allen
Chicano students gol
air their frustrations
services Monday night 1
with Robert Martin, dea
Services.
The meeting was si
the General Education C
sub-committee of 1
(Chicano student movei
south-west).
"The concerns burn
thing," said Roger
M.E.Ch.A. chairman.
feel unwanted on this car

ON

Sanchez told the ,
approximately 80 Chia
that the committee has ;
to 200 Chicano stud
various frustrations.
"I am sorry to sa!
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follow-up questions.
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by Mark Cursi
After several da
certainty and conflic
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building.
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